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FOREWORD
In the run up to the Solar & Storage Finance Asia conference in Singapore in July, we have enlisted the help of our
colleagues at PVTech Power to bring together some of the key topics affecting the Asian solar and energy storage
market. We highlight the important development and trends in the region, the technologies that are maturing around
deployment of floating solar as well as some of the newer innovations in storage. We hope you can join us in Singapore in July! Jason Andrews, Marketing Manager, Solar Media (conference organiser).
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NEWS | from PV-Tech.org
SECI tenders 2GW of local content solar under CPSU
scheme

asia-pacific
China
China’s 2021 subsidy-free solar market plans could support up to 50GW
China will have a subsidy-free solar market with clear policies and frameworks in place,
beginning in 2021. Utilities will have to provide the highest priority level for grid connection to approved subsidy-free solar power plants that can start construction in 2019.
Projects requiring state subsidies are put on hold until the first batch of grid-parity projects
in 2019 have been determined by the national authorities. PV power plant projects which
were approved in 2018 or in prior years have the option to be converted into unsubsidized
projects and would be given the overall highest priority.

Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) has issued a tender for
2GW of solar to be procured by Central Public Sector Undertakings
(CPSUs). This is part of the CPSU Scheme Phase II, which mandates
cells and modules to be sourced locally. Projects will be developed
on a build, own operate (BOO) basis. The minimum capacity for
bidding is 10MW with a maximum of 2GW. The overall aim is for
setting up 12GW of grid-connected PV projects by government
producers with Viability Gap Funding (VGF) support. Power generated must be for the self-consumption of government entities
either directly or through distribution companies (Discoms).

Unprecedented Indian solar tendering spree

China
China’s new subsidy programme could support up to 50GW
China’s government could financially support more than 30GW
of solar capacity in 2019 and potentially as much as 50GW. That’s
the assessment of a former official and analysis conducted by
PV Tech China. China is still putting the finishing touches to the
plans but each iteration is increasingly centred around an auction
process. There is no capacity limit, instead, a pot of funding will be
ring-fenced to support the successful lowest bidders. China’s policy
proposals remain in a state of flux with the industry increasingly
keen for clarity around the new subsidy plans.

India went on a binge of solar tendering since the new year
with 1.2GW in Madhya Pradesh, 275MW in Uttar Pradesh, and a
significant solar-plus-storage tender in Andhra Pradesh (200MW
PV / 300MWh battery). SECI also announced a tender for 1.2GW of
ISTS-connected solar to be combined with 3,600MWh of energy
storage, 400MW of floating solar in Tamil Nadu and Jharkhand
as well as 1GW in the Northeast states and Sikkim that until now
have seen very little PV development. These were just a few of the
multiple gigawatts of tenders issued across India in recent months,
up until the hiatus of the general election.

Central Asia and subcontinent
China’s solar installs plummet 46% to 5.2GW in Q1 2019 AECEA
China’s PV installations in the first quarter of 2019, declined by 46%,
year-on-year to only 5.2GW. NREC data suggested that majority of
installations related to distributed PV projects, instead of utilityscale project, due to the lack of a new national support policy being
implemented. The utility-scale PV market in China was impacted by
the ‘531 New Deal’ at the end of May 2018. Since that time, utilityscale projects outside of the ‘Top Runner’ and ‘Poverty Alleviation’
programmes, supported at the national level have stalled.

India
India’s short-term hurdles won’t stop four-fold PV boom
in a decade
Policy headwinds in India will not divert the PV sector from a
decade-long path of colossal growth backed by the government,
according to Fitch Solutions. Indian PV capacity will ramp up by
an average, annual 15.3% between 2018 and 2028, jumping from
26GW to 105.9GW in the period. The government will keep up the
momentum through a recipe of “aggressive” growth targets, numerous tenders and policies to unlock investment towards solar. India’s
adoption last year of 25% tariffs for Chinese and Malaysian cells and
modules will create uncertainties and costs but these will lessen in
the long term.

Pakistan poised to green-light clean energy goals
Pakistani targets for 30% of its power mix to come from large-scale
hydropower and another 30% from PV, wind and other renewables by 2030 now stand closer to adoption. The government’s
cabinet committee on energy is to formally consider a national
policy for renewables, featuring the twin goals. The country’s
Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB) said a 30% target
would be the “only viable” strategy to avert power crises caused
by overreliance on fast-depleting gas reserves. IRENA’s annual
update singled the country out as a PV highlight after a doubling
of installed capacity (742MW to 1.5GW) was recorded between
2017 and 2018.

Strong international interest in Uzbekistan’s first 100MW
solar tender
Uzbekistan’s first competitive tender for 100MW of solar PV in
Navoi region has received 23 submissions from international
companies. State-run utility Uzbekenergo issued the request
for qualification (RfP) for the project in February. This is the first
phase of the government’s plan, under the advice of IFC, a World
Bank group, to set up 1GW of solar PV through transparent and
competitive tenders to reduce the Central Asian country’s dependence on gas.

CSUN India dispute a ‘one-off case’, says ACME Solar

Bangladesh solar gets World Bank support, Alfanar bags
100MW

India’s Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) has warned
domestic companies against using solar modules from Chinese
supplier CSUN, having received complaints from several Indian
firms. One complainant, a leading Indian developer, ACME Solar,
said it was a special one-off case. The Consulate General of India in
Shanghai has also reported that CSUN is a “high risk” company with
more than 160 court cases filed against it in Chinese courts in the
last five years, mainly for similar breaches of contract.

Saudi group Alfanar has landed an agreement to develop two
50MW solar plants in Bangladesh together with the country’s
state-owned power company EGCB. A joint venture recently
formed by both parties will work to deliver the project in the
Sonagazi municipality (Feni district), towards the country’s southeast. Bangladeshi PV developers are also poised for a financing
boost under a new US$185 million credit package from the World
Bank to build 310MW of capacity in the Asian state.
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Financing emerging
solar: A-listers speak up
Solar finance | Development and private capital is fuelling a solar boom across the Earth’s four

corners, from Thailand to South Africa and Mexico. Five finance heavyweights walk José Rojo through
their learnings so far and their future plans to tap into an industry they see as key to a better world

In 2019’s world, the bond between longtime bedfellows development money
and solar appears stronger than ever. This
source of finance is, BNEF analysts recently said, the ally emerging markets need as
they navigate the renewable transition set
out under the Paris Agreement of 2015.
Luckily for PV, the appetite for such
an alliance seems solid in the development ranks; with US$1.9 billion of its own
capital invested to date in some 5GW of
PV, the International Finance Corporation
(IFC), part of the World Bank Group, is no
exception.
“We’re active in solar PV and we’ll
continue to be. When you see PV
procured at cost-competitive tariffs you
realise it makes sense commercially as
well as environmentally,” Nuru Lama,
the global solar investment lead at the
corporation, tells PV Tech Power. The IFC,
he explains, can typically provide up to
25% of project costs; as a lead arranger, it
can invest alongside fellow development
players, commercial banks and funds
under its management.
What does the IFC like to see in the
solar projects it backs? The key considerations are solar irradiation, project site,
transmission arrangements, environmental and social issues and the quality of the
sponsor and the contractors for EPC and
O&M, Lama says. According to him, the
corporation favours projects allowing it
to “move the needle” at large scale. IFC’s
role, Lama explains, is to work alongside
the World Bank to build institutional
capacity at the country level so that the
chief challenge – favourable policies and
bankable concession documents – is dealt
with and investors feel confident to come
on board.
The conversation takes place just
a month after the IFC invested US$75

Credit: IB Vogt

The International Finance
Corporation

million to anchor a US$300 million green
bond tranche, raised by developer AC
Energy to fund PV projects in Vietnam.
“What we’ve seen [with bonds] is it
allows to tap into a different, greenminded investor base,” Lama says. “It can
sometimes be more efficient than project
finance, which is more negotiated, handson and document-heavy.”
In its February report, BNEF called for
a slight readjusting within development
finance: as renewable energies reach
maturity, analysts said, funds should
shift to battery storage and the other
less-developed technologies that mitigate
intermittency. The IFC is moving in that
very direction. “We’re looking at storage
as standalone or combined with solar or
wind,” Lama says. “You see a lot of activity in the US; we’re confident emerging
markets will follow.”
With solar more broadly, the IFC’s
travels are already taking it to new
geographies. “Through our early-stage
engagement, including Scaling Solar,
we have been working to create solar PV
markets in countries like Argentina, Egypt,

Egypt’s Benban
solar park is
among the
emerging-market
projects financed
by the IFC

Senegal and Uzbekistan,” Lama explains.
“We’ll continue to work in Africa, Middle
East and South Asia but we’re also finding
opportunities in more developed markets
in Latin America.”

Actis
Bringing the private investor perspective is Actis, an emerging markets private
equity house that is building or running
10GW in energy assets, 3.5GW of it solar
PV. Barry Lynch, a partner for energy and
infrastructure, explains the equity investor
favours large-scale ventures – 50-350MW
is the sweetspot – it likes to own on a
majority, ideally full basis.
As Actis has expanded, its PV portfolio has diversified across Latin America,
India and Africa. The investor has signed
long-term PPAs with commercial players
in Mexico, Chile and India but typically
works more often through state off-takers
or auctions. Many of the national tender
schemes the firm encounters are competitive but India’s is particularly noteworthy,
Lynch says. “What we like is their auctions
are regular and give us line of sight,” he
Join us in July in Singapore for
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explains. “Shorter timeframes mean when
we get into an auction and win it, we know
we’re going to be executing the project
within a certain period.”
The firm’s own investors, including
public pension plans (38%), sovereign
wealth funds (15%) and private pensions
(14%), are very “happy and comfortable”
with solar plays, Lynch says. For the investor base, environmental and social factors
– a make-or-break factor across emerging
markets, as top finance names recently
warned – are front of mind. “We put a lot
of focus on how land is acquired, its uses
before the project, involving local communities through investment strategies and
ensuring we use efficient cleaning methodologies where there’s water scarcity,” Lynch
explains.
Looking ahead, Actis is contemplating
forays across Southeast Asia, a region it has
deployed capital into in the past. Lynch
says opportunities could be considered in
Malaysia – “we’re beginning to see solar
moving there,” he notes – and Thailand,
which he argues has proven its potential
to deliver wind and solar developments
at scale. Vietnam is “getting there”, Lynch
adds. “There hasn’t been a huge amount
done there,” he says. “It’s a good example
of a country where there’s a lot of debate
as to whether PPAs being signed meet
international bankability standards. That
would be the next step, and bring in a lot
more international investment.”

The Green Climate Fund
A newer arrival to the green finance scene,
the Green Climate Fund (GCF), has already

Thailand is
among the recipients of recent
ADB investment
in solar projects

had time to work up a strong appetite for
solar PV.
The technology reaped the lion’s share
of the latest US$440 million funding
round by the organisation, set up under
the UN’s auspices in 2010 to help the
developing world mitigate and adapt to
global warming. Four of the nine new
projects rubberstamped during the GCF
board meeting of February 2019 came
with the shared mission of bolstering
African solar.
Speaking from the GCF headquarters
at Incheon (Korea), several of the fund’s
leading renewable experts walk PV Tech
Power through its investment modus
operandi. The institution’s co-investment
model sees it partner with governments
and development banks, backing projects
through a concessional mix of loans,
grants, equity and guarantees.
Deployment takes place through public
and private programmes. Pierre Telep, a
senior renewables specialist who helps
run the former, says the GCF likes largescale, transformative projects but is keen
not to distort the market nor displace
other funding sources. Rajeev Mahajan,
a senior project finance specialist on the
private side, says additionality is key.
“When we consider funding proposals
our key question is: are we addressing any
barriers in that market?” he says.
The new African ventures are a practical case study on the GCF’s current PV
thinking. There is support for 400MW
of utility-scale solar in Nigeria; electrification through solar in rural Mali; and
mobilisation of private finance towards

West African PV. In South Africa, a fourth
scheme is seeking to build 330MW of
renewables that do not rely on troubled
state utility Eskom, working with municipal off-takers instead. “What we want is
to open fresh revenue sources, develop
a market that doesn’t involve sovereign
support,” Mahajan explains.
Through years of financing renewables,
Telep adds, the fund has learned that the
enthusiasm of private players sometimes
comes with a “lack of knowledge” on
exactly how to partner with the GCF’s
“unique” model. With mini-grids or rural
projects, expectations around returns can
be another deterrent, he says, adding:
“This perception sometimes by developers that projects will not be commercially
viable has been one of the key barriers.”
Where will GCF’s next set its sights?
Tony Clamp, deputy director of the
private facility programme, says the
fund’s replenishment this autumn will
make 2019 a “big year”. The institution’s
geographic remit will remain broad but
highlights will include Indian rooftop PV,
which the GCF wants to support now
that utility-scale nears maturity in the
country. Energy storage is also becoming
part of the menu. “We know it will play a
very important role so we’re thinking of
being much more active in the future,”
says Telep.

The Asian Development Bank
The Asian Development Bank (ADB)
has become a ubiquitous name in the
solar finance landscape. Within the past
couple of years alone, the financier has
invested in support of PV in Kazakhstan,
green bond-financed plants in Thailand,
wind-solar in Nepal, solar-wind-storage in
Mongolia, solar irrigation in Bangladesh
and large-scale facilities in Indonesia.
Since 2010, the institution has committed US$3.2 billion to 48 PV-related
projects representing over 2GW in aggregate capacity, according to Yongping
Zhai, the head of the Energy Sector Group
at ADB’s Sustainable Development and
Climate Change Department. The bank,
he explains, typically provides loans –
sovereign-guaranteed or otherwise – but
may also use credit lines, equity, guarantees and grants depending on project
circumstances.
Pure PV aside, the ADB sees grid
reinforcements as “crucial” and has backed
transmission and distribution projects
with a smart-energy or storage component, Zhai explains. He adds, however,
Join us in July in Singapore for
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that policy intermittency can often be
a bigger concern for investors than the
technology’s own technical intermittency.
To mitigate risks on this front, Zhai says,
the ADB works to help governments build
a framework able to provide the certainty
developers and investors need.
Asked to lay out the ADB’s next steps,
Zhai speaks of the same redeployment
seen with other development players.
Plummeting PV costs and maturing
markets mean commercial banks are
gradually taking care of projects, freeing
the ADB to focus on more “innovative”
technologies and business models. “Our
lending volume may not grow substantially … but we will focus on solar energy
storage, solar-based micro-grids, floating
PV, solar pumps and PV charging for
electric vehicles, among others,” Zhai says.

The Climate Bonds Initiative
Sean Kidney, CEO of the Climate Bonds
Initiative (CBI), is keen to promote an
emerging addition to the typical ingredients – auctions, subsidies, PPAs, loans and
grants – of the solar finance diet.
Green bonds, a trillions-worth market
in the midst of explosive growth, is

“You’re not likely to get away with
bonds for project finance. However,
once your projects are up, with a
PPA and contracts in place, you
issue a bond against them to curb
capital costs, put liquidity back in
and boost long-term returns”
a funding avenue PV developers are
increasingly turning to. According to
CBI figures, this segment saw US$100
billion channeled to solar-related projects
between 2013 and 2019. Countries of
issue included developed states – led
by France, Australia, the Netherlands
and Germany – but also China, India,
Thailand, Morocco, Nigeria and Colombia.
Elsewhere, Kidney says, there is investor
appetite for green bonds but not always
products to satisfy it. At varying degrees,
Philippines, Vietnam, Taiwan and Hong
Kong are all making strides, he adds.
Kidney acknowledges that green bonds

are mostly a recourse for larger players.
“You’ve got legal fees of US$250,000,
and underwriter fees if you go public,”
he says. Investors, he adds, like to see
big issuances – around US$300 million
is “ideal” – raised to finance large-scale
pipelines. For those PV developers able
to pull it off, the benefits lie on the
refinancing side. “You’re not likely to get
away with bonds for project finance,” says
Kidney. “However, once your projects are
up, with a PPA and contracts in place, you
issue a bond against them to curb capital
costs, put liquidity back in and boost
long-term returns.”
Given the potential, why is green
bond uptake still modest in the PV ranks?
“Latency, probably,” is Kidney’s take.
“People just don’t move that fast – they
look up and see a hill they’ve never
climbed before.” Those braving the
ascent may find the benefits are not just
financial; as Kidney puts it, green bond PV
players become part of a “bigger story”
than themselves. “We know solar is critically important,” he argues. “If you’re in the
space, understand that you’re not just a
solar or wind player, you’re a green player,

and think and act accordingly.”
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Weathering the storm
Solar resilience | Hurricane-strength winds are a clear threat to solar installations in island nations,

Credit Jocelyn Augustino/FEMA

where PV is becoming an increasingly popular solution to climate change-related issues. Joseph
Goodman and Frank Oudheusden, co-authors of a recent study on designing hurricane-ready solar
systems, offer an insider’s view of how the challenge is being met

I

sland nations and coastal regions globally are increasingly mobilising climate
change mitigation and adaptation
efforts due to the local economic benefits.
Distributed solar deployed in concert with
complementary technologies such as
batteries and/or micro-grids has growing
momentum as a dual-purpose solution
(mitigation and adaptation). While the
case for solar as a mitigation solution is
on a solid footing, the case for solar as
an adaptation solution looks strong but
requires field validation. Adaptation for
island nations includes a need to protect
electricity-dependent functions through
increasingly frequent and extreme wind
events including hurricanes and typhoons.
For many decision makers, positive field
validation will occur when PV systems

resume power production promptly after
an extreme wind event with little to no
isolated damage.
Designing and optimising a PV power
plant to be resilient to extreme wind is
an emerging field. In 2018, the Rocky
Mountain Institute published a report,
‘Solar Under Storm’ [1], which highlighted
the emerging best practices for designing
solar systems in hurricane-prone regions.
The following article draws together
some of the key lessons from the report.

Hurricanes
can damage or
entirely destroy
ground-mount
solar installations without the
correct design
measures

One size fits all solutions rarely
translate to island nations and
solar is no exception
In response to temporary incentive
programmes and dynamic markets,
solar industry players have survived and

perished on their ability to enter new
markets with speed.
Standard PV plants have been one
of the tools for rapid market entry. In
the design of standard plants, tensions
exist between cost reduction and site
flexibility. Rarely does a standard plant
have extreme wind resilience as an
intrinsic functionality. Yet, no aspect of
PV components or systems is technically
or financially incompatible with extreme
wind. These bookends teach us that
systematic design for extreme wind can
result in resilient PV systems that provide
mitigation and adaptation functions. Yet,
failure to explicitly address the regional
specific requirement will lead to likelihood of equipment failure when extreme
wind strikes.
Join us in July in Singapore for
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Extreme wind cannot be ignored
The Caribbean region has experienced
a palpable increase in high-wind events
over the past 20 years. Just looking at
Category 5 hurricane events (SaffirSimpson Scale >157mph 1-minute
sustained wind speeds), the Atlantic
region saw 22 Category 5 hurricanes
between 1924 and 1998. Sixteen of those
storms passed through some part of
the Caribbean. Since 1998, the Atlantic
region has seen 10 Category 5 hurricanes
of which nine have passed through some
part of the Caribbean. One of the latest
of these storms, Irma (2017), holds the
record for the longest sustained period
at Category 5 status in the modern satellite era.
Sustained wind speeds on many of
these modern storms are being measured
in excess of 175-180mph and have
spawned the apt discussion of creating a Category 6 on the Saffir-Simpson
hurricane scale.
From a PV fleet management
perspective hurricane frequency is only
half the story. The increasing overall
(industry) population of PV systems
and their geographic distribution will
make extreme wind interactions more
common, if not an annual trial by wind.
Designing PV plants to be resilient to
tremendous wind forces poses a design
challenge for the industry with great
stakes at play.

taking market share from gas and diesel
generators due to an operating cost
advantage, and bolstered by the desire to
eliminate generator noise and particulate
emissions.
For the solar industry, growing market
in high-profile regions drives investor
confidence and a virtuous cycle. From
our perspective, the customer’s belief
in PV’s inherent resilience to extreme
wind underpins this market share. Every
PV installation that haphazardly copies
a standard plant designed for low-wind
applications into an extreme-wind
application puts the value of a growth
cycle at risk.

A starting point for the design
challenge
As an industry, we can ask what features
and benefits should be part of a competitive dynamic and what features should
be ubiquitous. Given the overall market
risk, it is our perspective that resilience
to extreme wind should be ubiquitous across every installation in high
wind locations. Not failing under wind
aside, let’s compete over: cost, speed of
delivery, aesthetics, customer experience, brand and other attributes that the
customer values.
With this perspective in mind, Solar
Under Storm team members from The
Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI), FCX

Solar, NREL (National Renewable Energy
Laboratory) and Solar Island Energy set
out on an ambitious reliability study. The
team attempted to visit every groundmount system in the Caribbean affected
by the 2017 hurricane season. The map
in Figure 1 illustrates the seven sites we
visited, that included three damaged
sites and four operational sites. While the
human and economic impact of the 2017
storm season was utterly catastrophic,
the scientific implications were also
unprecedented; no other hurricane
season has provided such a large sample
size to learn from.
The reliability method used by the
team was based on a ‘failure modes &
effect analysis’ (FMEA). Documented field
observations were fed into the FMEA
process allowing the team to collaboratively analyse the underlying causes and
effective mitigation actions.
Rather than having to postulate
potential mitigation actions, the team
drew on two proven sources of mitigation actions. First, we had over half a
century of design experience across the
team including deep expertise designing for wind hazards. Second, we had
a population of surviving systems that
taught us new tips and tricks. Collectively our confidence was greatest in
the mitigation actions with a pattern of
deployment across our team’s experience

PV plants are subject to three cost
categories in a wind damage event: 1)
scrap removal and recycling (disposal); 2)
reconstruction; 3) damage liability.
Removal of scrap material from a
site can incur long re-start delays and
transportation cost, especially on remote
installations in regions with broad
damage. Reconstruction after a regionally catastrophic event can incur labour
premiums and supply chain delays.
While damage liability is better
quantified by insurance agents they may
consider the likelihood and severity of
liberated modules or hardware striking
surrounding infrastructure or vehicles
as observed at one site by ‘Solar Under
Storm’ authors.
While cost may be insured against,
value might be the most precious asset
and un-insurable. The growing market
for adaptation solutions is fuelled by the
confluence of rising sea levels and storm
severity. In the last decade, solar has been

Credit: RMI

Cost and value are both at stake

PV Sites visited for the ‘Solar Under Storm’ study. Three had been destroyed in the 2017 hurricane season,
four were still operational
Join us in July in Singapore for
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Failure isolation hardware
Our root-cause-analysis found that a
majority of failed module connections
were cascading failures. In theory a
system might use a wind-proof module
but we saw wind-born debris impact and
liberate one module that in turn propagated a cascade of module failures.
Rather than directly failing due to
wind pressure, an adjacent module failed
first, allowing a shared top-clamp to
rotate and liberate the adjacent modules.
In the worst cases, failure cascaded
across an entire row. In response to this
observation, the team recommends
use of failure isolation hardware that
prevents an initial failure from propagating down the system. Two fail-safe
options include through-bolting and
single-module top clamps.

Root cause analysis can help identify the cause and effect of hurricane-related failures

and the population of affected surviving
systems.
While we count on innovative PV plant
solution providers providing equivalent or better answers over time, our
published best practices attempt to set a
starting point that ensures protection of
system owners, electricity consumers and
the solar industry.

Six best practices
Six of the highest priority best practices
and the failure modes they address are
presented here as a fast starting point for
readers. Ultimately we hope professionals
working on extreme wind projects will
pick up the full report. Figure 2 shows
a tool for identifying the detailed cause
and effect of hurricane-related failures.
High load rating PV modules
Module frame bolthole failure was
observed on multiple sites. The team
found this failure mode could be mitigated with two specifications. First, specify
high-load PV modules consistent with
module pressures reported in the wind
tunnel test (see the guidelines Appendix
for instructions). Second, ensure the
module connection hardware is evaluated and stamped for the site-specific
wind conditions by a structural engineer.
Yet, a robust frame is not adequate
alone; in lab testing conducted by the
authors, laminates consistently tore out
of frames under applied loads in excess

of their rating. We treat laminate tear-out
as a critical lurking failure mode because
under-engineered modules tended to
have frame failures before laminate
tear-out.
Secure connection (bolt) hardware
Failed module connection hardware was
another common observation across
multiple sites with failures. Bolt selfloosening was the most common cause
of connection failure. For most systems,
dramatic improvement is possible

“We do not anticipate zero
component failures in PV
systems. This is neither technically nor economically justifiable. Yet,by systematically
eliminating cascading failure
modes a single failure can be
isolated”
through a combination of a hardware
locking solution in combination with a
carefully monitored QA/QC process. In a
short time, we expect even higher levels
of reliability will be achieved through
pre-assembly and factory-attachment
solutions.

Design for lateral loads
Lateral loads in extreme wind events
proved capable of failing PV racking,
especially racking on the perimeter of
the PV array. Lateral loads occur due to
normal wind forces on electrical boxes
(inverters and combiner boxes) as well as
racking structural elements.
While wind tunnel studies tend to
focus on normal forces (perpendicular
to the module) ASCE 7 building codes
and good design both require consideration of lateral loads. Structural engineers
and third-party reviewers should ensure
site-specific lateral load analysis includes
racking and electrical elements. Site
inspectors can check actual electrical
box placement against engineering
calculations.
We saw two simple tricks to address
lateral loading.
First, the lateral structural load can
be reduced by mounting inverters
on freestanding posts rather than on
the posts of the racking structure if
the racking structure does not have
adequate capacity.
Second, the lateral capacity can be
increased with cross bracing on columns.
Some designs even require cross bracing
to be incorporated into the module rails
to avoid shear load transfer through
modules and cascading failure after one
module liberates.
Dual foundations
Foundation overturning was observed at
some sites where modules and racking
remained intact. One approach to
mitigating overturning is specification of
Join us in July in Singapore for
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dual foundation designs. Dual foundations use structural coupling rather
than bending, to resist overturning.
Complementary (or alternative) mitigation measures can include use of low-tilt
or dual-tilt module angles that reduce
peak module pressures and overturning
moments.
Single-post foundations also suffer
from an engineering phenomenon
known as the inverted oscillating pendulum. It’s a very fancy way of saying the
wind buffeting on the structure is amplified due to the natural frequency of the
racking structure being below a certain
point. Foundation sizes typically grow
tremendously (in embedment depth) to
overcome this issue. Provisions for how
that’s accomplished are done through
industry-standard ‘pluck testing’ and
through factors in the wind tunnel study.
Design for erosion
High-sloping terrain is common on
island projects because flat terrain is less
common and demands a premium. This
leaves high-slope terrain for infrastructure projects such as PV plants. Hurricanes have extremely high winds but
also bring extremely high volumes of
rain. That rain cannot be absorbed by
the earth in such large quantities in such
short periods of time and often runs off
to the ocean. This high-volume run-off
creates erosion hazards both in access
roads and around structural foundations.
Our team recommends that projects
engineer a water mitigation plan to slow
the waters speed and spread its volume
over as wide an area as possible. Mitigations such as rip-rap application, culverts
and other engineered drainage systems
are possible resolutions but subjectmatter experts should be consulted.

Solar Under Storm is really just a
starting point
In multiple lengthy debates the authors
discussed how to balance the need for
immediate actionable recommendations
with leaving the largest potential for
open-market innovation. On one hand,
project owners are seeking tangible
recommendations that can be incorporated into procurement specifications;
on the other, some equipment suppliers
may provide hurricane-resilient solutions
through novel design strategies.
This tension resurfaced through
public comments on the report. The
best practice to use “vibration resist-

ant hardware such as nylock nuts”, for
example, was a source of debate among
the online community. Some practitioners prefer that the example of nylock nuts
be not directly incorporated into specifications because a more cost-effective and
higher reliability solution might exist.
This feedback indicates that, over time,
a transition away from prescriptive specifications and development of performance-based specifications may better
support continued industry innovation
and advancement.
A second limitation of work is that
we do not anticipate zero component
failures in PV systems. This is neither
technically nor economically justifiable.
Airborne debris during hurricanes can
come from anywhere and is very costly
to engineer against. Yet, by systematically eliminating cascading failure modes
a single failure can be isolated. String
inverters or even module-level power
electronics allow a damaged module
to be isolated and go unnoticed by the
electric consumer and system financiers. Meanwhile, the plant monitoring
software can order up a replacement and
dispatch a crew. Overall, we expect fault
detection and isolation to be a cornerstone for how the solar industry rises to
the resilience challenge.

The call to action
For industry professionals working in
regions that experience extreme wind
events, ‘Solar Under Storm’ must only
be a starting point. The authors bet
that robust collaboration will prove far
more valuable than any initial set of best
practices. The most exciting collaboration
models include:
• Collaborate with module suppliers for
implementation of static and dynamic
load tests representative of Category 5
hurricane winds.
• Collaborate with racking suppliers for
full scale and connection test representative of Category 5 winds.
• Collaborate with equipment suppliers to document material grade and
coatings are consistent with professional engineering assumptions.
• Collaborate regionally and internationally as a community of practice that
regularly shares lessons learned and
best practices.
To help instantiate the recommendation to collaborate as a community
of best practice, RMI has formed a PV

resilience working group on the online
Caribbean Renewable Energy Community
(CAREC) which is hosted by CARILEC to
connect innovate and collaborate. Join
the working group at http://community.
carilec.org/c/PVResilency

Proving the point – a 100kW early
adopter
The Rocky Mountain Institute has
developed a 100kW pilot project based
on these recommendations on the
island of Mayreau (Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines) for 2019 construction.
FCX Solar has consulted on the application of the ‘Solar Under Storm’ recommendations and RBI Solar has provided
the structure to meet these guidelines.
Mayreau will provide the region and its
utilities with a prime example of what
a resilient system design should look

like today.
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A tested and proven wind
mitigation strategy to minimise risk
Trackers | Ensuring the stability of solar tracking systems and modules during wind events is one of

the top concerns of solar site owners, project developers and EPC contractors. A poorly designed
single-axis tracker can result in damage to solar trackers and modules, leading to costly downtime,
insurance claims, or even possible injury. Todd Andersen outlines the innovative methods that
engineers at Array Technologies have uncovered and use to address this major potential setback
for solar projects
Avoiding wind
damage to trackers and modules
is a key concern
for solar project
stakeholders

simpler, more intuitive way.
DuraTrack reliably handles wind events
with a fully integrated, patented, mechanically passive wind load mitigation system.
Array’s unique approach to controlling
resonance minimises risk, protects the
structure, and optimizes production, all
without the use of complex communication systems, batteries, or power.

Credit: Array Technologies

Typical wind mitigation methods
and Array’s patented, innovative
approach

S

ingle-axis trackers require that
special attention be devoted to
managing wind events. Dynamic
wind forces can amplify the load on singleaxis trackers, which can lead to damage,
downtime, and higher cost of ownership.
During Array Technologies’ 30 years as
a leader in the solar tracker industry, our
engineers have extensively studied and
tested how wind interacts with modules
and tracker systems. Both in simulations
and in the field, they have vigorously
tested wind’s effects on solar sites and have
closely examined the various solutions for
addressing these issues that have become
prominent in the industry.
In order to avoid accepting status quo
methods or falling into “this is how it’s
always been done” thinking, Array has
continued to observe and push forward to
improve our methods.
Our perspective has been that if we
truly understood the way tracking systems
respond to various types of wind events,
we could engineer a solution that is
simpler and more intuitive, as well as far

more effective, than previous iterations
of tracker technology. It’s a continuous
process, and Array plans to continue this
exploration of system response to wind
events.
Through constant observation, adjustment, and implementation, our teams
have developed the DuraTrack HZ v3, a
tracker specifically designed and fieldtested to withstand harsh weather and
environmental conditions and operate in a

Many tracker mitigation methods stow
the entire solar field in a flat position at
0 degrees, or at a low angle of up to 30
degrees. (Fig 1)
Array Technologies explored these stow
angles with rigorous performance and
reliability studies and experiments. As a
result, our engineering team found that
several problems arose with these typical
stow methods and sought more effective
ways to handle dynamic winds.
Below, we will outline the issues our
engineers repeatedly found both in our
own tests and in the solar industry’s
publicly available data.
Problem 1: Active stow requires an

Figure 1. Traditional tracker stow angles
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uninterrupted power source (UPS) system
or a battery backup, which adds complexity and more opportunity for the process to
fail in real-world situations. These systems
rely on an electronic sensor of some kind,
such as an anemometer or another wind
measurement tool. When this sensor picks
up the signal that a certain threshold of
wind is exceeded, it electronically sends
the message to the trackers that they
should transition into stow mode. This
is usually a flat position parallel to the
ground, or close to such a position.
The reasoning is that the wind drag
loads are lower on horizontal modules
than they are on modules at higher tilts.
This is because at low tilts, the area of the
module that is exposed to the wind is
very small compared with the area that is
exposed at high tilts.
As such, it is generally accepted that
since wind loads during extreme wind
events are lower on actively stowed trackers with modules at flat tilts, the tracker
and surrounding support system do not
need to be as heavy or substantial. In
theory, structural demands are reduced,
which allows for a lighter-weight, less
expensive product.
Two major issues arise with this method:
• The complex signalling system leaves
unnecessary room for error. If any part of
the lengthy control chain of electronic
components fails – from the sensor
reading wind speed and velocity to the
message travelling to the control system
telling the tracker to move to stow – the
results can be catastrophic. Every link in
the command chain must be functioning properly in order for the system to
work.
For this reason and because of the
increased probability of a power failure
during a severe wind event, the tracker
may not properly stow, and the modules
may be left at a high tilt position.
• When this happens, trackers designed
to support lower wind forces from lower
tilt angles may be structurally inadequate to support higher forces from
higher tilt angles. This can result in solar
modules twisting, in much the same
way as an ice cube tray, which can cause
structural damage to the torque tube,
bearings, posts, and other structural
components.
The perturbation can lead to cracking
or dislodging of modules and even
damage to the tracker itself. Microcracking is also a major concern. Even

Figure 2. Vortex shedding
protect against wind damage, using
them can be far more expensive in the
long run due to the costs of repairing structural damage and associated
system downtime.

Figure 3. Array Technologies adjusts to full tilt angle

Figure 4. Array Technologies passively reacts to wind

if there is no visible damage, there
may still be tiny abrasions on the solar
modules that significantly reduce or
even halt the site’s ability to produce
energy.
Since trackers that take advantage
of lower design forces from lower tilt
angles are often constructed with less
steel than average trackers, they may
cost less up front. However, if lighterweight trackers do not adequately

Problem 2: Even if everything does
work correctly and the system stows flat,
torsional galloping can still occur. Torsional
galloping is the result of harmonic wind
forces and vibrations destabilising singleaxis trackers and modules. This occurs due
to a phenomenon called vortex shedding,
or sudden bursts of torque that build
and release, causing modules to oscillate
violently.
Vortex shedding (Fig. 2) and subsequent
torsional galloping build more easily with
trackers stowed at angles parallel to the
ground. These destructive phenomena
can happen at any wind speed, even low
speeds if the wind is at the right angle to
generate vortices that resonate with the
natural frequency of the tracker system
with the module stowed flat. This happens
much more often when the modules are
flat and very rarely at full tilt.
Systems affected by torsional galloping can experience significant issues with
cracked or broken modules, and even
twisted or damaged tracker structures.
Obviously, the costs of this damage are
significant. Not only must solar modules,
trackers, and other hardware be replaced,
but the fiscal effectiveness of the site
decreases every minute that it’s nonoperational.

Looking at things from a different
angle with array solar trackers
Array’s single-axis tracker and its inherent
robustness, on the other hand, passively
adjusts to a full tilt angle (Fig. 3). This
relieves the wind load on the system and
prevents the buildup of resonance, oscillation, and torsional galloping.

Introduction to DuraTrack HZ v3
key wind mitigation features
Array continuously studies wind mitigation
by using extensive wind tunnel testing
Join us in July in Singapore for
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data. In addition, Array implements unique
system simulation models on which wind
tunnel-derived time series loads can be
applied.
These system simulation models allow
Array’s engineers to understand not just
the static wind load on the tracker but also
the dynamic response of the tracker to
different wind conditions.
The DuraTrack HZ v3 is the solar industry’s only tracker to manage wind forces on
a row-per-row basis without using active
stows, sensors, or electricity, by implementing a fully mechanical, passive wind
mitigation system.
This independence from an electrical power source is important because it
also reduces the risk of danger to workers
and equipment during a solar plant’s
construction. Trackers that need power
leave contractors and installers subject
to on-site weather conditions during the
transitional period before such trackers are
fully operational.
During powerful or even standard wind
events, trackers which require power to
stow can pose significant safety concerns
to EPC contractors and workers. Panels that
experience torsional galloping as a result
of wind bursts can not only bend trackers
even if they do stay in place, but they can
also come loose and act as projectiles.
Array’s wind mitigation system is fully
operational immediately upon installation,
with no need for power to the site. This
means that the trackers will tilt and adjust
as needed right away, avoiding potential
damage to the new solar site and any
potential hazards to the people building it.

Figure 5. Tracker simulation performed by Array Technologies using multi-body dynamics software and
wind tunnel data provided by industry leading wind consultants

Figure 6. Tracker simulation performed by Array Technologies using multi-body dynamics software and wind
tunnel data provided by industry leading wind consultants

Low wind speed response
Array trackers implement a patented,
passively controlled mechanical release
that activates automatically if the wind
load exceeds the safety threshold established by engineers, where galloping and
oscillation can occur.
The release allows a single row of trackers affected by wind of enough force, or
wind from just the right angle, to rotate to
a higher tilt. When this happens, the wind
vortices are disrupted. The exterior row
diverts the impact, protecting the rows
behind it from unsafe wind levels and from
the need to tilt themselves.
This automatic response by the tracker
limits the harmonic wind forces, and the
resulting torsional oscillations are reduced
to an acceptable level that will not cause
damage to the structure.
The chart in Figure 5 shows actual wind

tunnel-derived loads applied to a full
tracker system simulation model during
low wind speed events. Array’s DuraTrack
HZ v3 passive stow is shown in yellow.
Trackers with active stow are shown in
blue.

High wind speed response
In the case of a sudden high wind event,
such as a gust enduring for less than a
minute, Array’s DuraTrack HZ v3 reduces
torsional galloping and stress via the same
passively managed system. The impact on
solar equipment is minimal compared with
the impact on equipment in systems that
stow at lower angles.
In the chart shown in Figure 6, Array’s
passive system response to dynamic
amplification during extreme or high wind
events is shown in yellow. The response of

active trackers is shown in blue.
DuraTrack HZ v3 prevents torsional
galloping on all rows in the full solar plant
individually. This is important because
there will be times when modules are flat
due to the location of the sun in the sky.
For example, if heavy wind picks up at
noon, the modules will be parallel to the
ground in order to collect light energy
from the sun directly above.
When the load threshold of the passive
wind mitigation system is exceeded at
this angle, the affected row of modules
naturally and passively rotates. This
disrupts the flow of wind and puts an end
to galloping. If the wind changes direction
or suddenly comes from another angle, it is
possible that oscillation and the galloping
response could activate again. However,
the system would allow this to occur only
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up to a certain level before the tracker
would passively cause another rotation,

production once the threat from any wind
event has subsided.

themselves are the answer to successfully mitigating wind effects long-term.

moving the tracker system once again to a
safe position.

With Array’s passive wind mitigation
system, there is still the possibility of some
production loss in a wind event. However,

This makes single-axis tracker sites more
viable, more powerful, and more capable

To be sure the wind mitigation issues
were addressed in a comprehensive way,
Array’s engineers also designed the system

the alternative with active sensing systems
is to force the entire site into a nonoptimal

for full wind loads occurring at full tilt
angles. This ensures that the trackers are
structurally sound and meet applicable

position. In that case, no part of the site is
producing power.
With Array’s wind mitigation system,

structural design codes regardless of the
tilt position of the modules and the wind

generally only a small percentage of the
site’s power production is reduced during
a wind event. Any decrease in power

speed.

mitigation is the best way to diminish risk
and maximise power production and cost
savings. A passive wind management
system reduces overall project complexity
and operations and maintenance (O&M)

production is corrected as soon as possible
and without any exterior monitoring or

More uptime and productivity with
passive wind management

intervention.

As previously mentioned, the exterior
tracker rows generally take the brunt of

Financial implications with reduced
project complexity, O&M cost, and
risk

high-wind events. This is an advantage
for passive wind management systems,

When site owners and developers are
assessing potential trackers for resilience

because usually only one or two exterior
rows manage most of the force from the
wind. The result is that the rest of the

and sustained operation during wind
events, levelised cost of energy (LCOE) and
minimal investment risk are paramount
for ensuring a profitable and successful
solar site.
Wind mitigation is one of the most
essential ways to protect assets in the
form of people on the job, hardware in
the field, and time and money invested in
the project. It’s undeniable that solar sites

trackers remain at optimal operational tilt,
reducing the impact on energy production
even during a powerful wind event.
This works because the first two rows
create a buffer zone to protect interior
rows and prevent them from adjusting as
well. Of course, winds can shift unpredictably, and sudden bursts may come from
unexpected angles. There may be times
when interior rows may need to adjust as

of withstanding anything Mother Nature
forces on them over time.
Simple, intuitive, self-managed wind

costs, as well as the risk of failure and possibility of damage and downtime.
Reliability and the reduced need for
maintenance create an opportunity for
significant cost savings and boost profitability for key stakeholders, leading to a
more financially successful solar project
over time.

Author

are often complex operations, from the
first proposal through the commissioning
ceremony and beyond.
However, we believe that reducing or
eliminating the extraneous variables that

well in order to protect the trackers from
torsional galloping. However, the system
automatically recalibrates twice daily
at certain times, whether wind events
take place or not. This resets the rows
and positions them for maximum power



leave room for error and increasing the
integrity of single-axis tracker systems

Todd Andersen is chief engineer at Array Technologies.
He is responsible for leading
engineering efforts to study
the dynamic behaviour of
single-axis solar tracker systems while
driving the continued reliability of Array
Technologies’ best-in-class solar tracker
products. Todd brings over a decade of
renewable experience to Array, drawing
upon his years of experience in wind
turbine support with GE Renewables.
Todd holds a Master’s Degree in
mechanical engineering from Brigham
Young University, with an emphasis in
non-linear finite element simulation
and structural dynamics.
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Benchmarking PV module quality, reliability & leading global suppliers

“

PV Module Tech is a unique event,
dedicated to one specifi c topic.
This focus helps in bringing
together the right people within
the huge PV ecosystem. A
must-attend for procurement
professionals looking to make
smart technology choices.
Ronald Sastrawan, Director of
Green Tech Solutions, Munich Re

“

Great balance of commercial,
technical aspects. Good mix of
attendees at managerial and
senior levels that facilitates
productive discussions. Lots of
time allocated to networking.
Benjamin Wong, Director of
Brand Marketing, LONGi Solar

moduletech.solarenergyevents.com

“

Very well run and
informative event
with knowledgeable
presenters
Kevin Robinson,
Technical Services
Manager Middle East
and Africa, Jinko Solar

To get involved either as a speaker, partner or attendee please email:
marketing@solarmedia.co.uk
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China reveals new subsidy-free
solar and wind policy

Indian manufacturers ‘elated’ with 12GW domestic
content solar scheme
India has approved a 12GW solar scheme for central public sector
undertakings (CPSUs), which are state-owned enterprises, spanning
the military, health, energy, government and mining sectors, among
others. Importantly, the scheme mandates the use of domestically sourced solar cells and modules. The government is trying to
appease demand at home not just to support solar PV deployment
but also to foster a domestic manufacturing industry and reduce the
dependence on Chinese imports. The proposed 12GW CPSU scheme
will come with significant Viability Gap Funding (VGF) subsidy
support of INR85.8 billion (US$1.2 billion).

Indian renewables deployment to grow sharply after
‘forgettable’ 2018
India’s renewable energy deployment is expected to grow by 50%
year-on-year in 2019 with a total of 15,860MW of installations,
according to the ‘India RE 2019 Outlook report’ by consultancy firm
Bridge to India. It described 2018 as a “forgettable year” for the Indian
renewables sector, lifted only by a surge in auctions with more than
20GW of capacity awarded, however, there were also several major
tender cancellations in the year. Utility-scale PV deployment is set to
hit 10,902MW in 2019, surpassing 10GW in a single year for the first
time, and well up from 6,833MW in 2018.

China’s top planning organisation
revealed new solar and wind policies
for subsidy-free projects. Feed-in tariff
(FiT) support was cut in May 2018 but
under new plans, all relevant bodies
China has moved into a new phase of renewwill be asked to clear obstacles for
able energy policy
those projects that can undercut coal
(coal-fired benchmark on-grid price). Local governments will be allowed to subsidise
projects if they choose but the policy states that those subsidies cannot be used to prop
up local manufacturers. Support cannot be offered with local content requirements either.
This tallies with previous indications that struggling solar manufacturers should not be
offered artificial support. The plans also include the use of Green Certificates, linked to
renewable power generation that can then be traded. China carried out a trial of the
scheme in 2017. In addition, strenuous efforts to reinforce grid infrastructure will be made
to reduce curtailment. Projects that cannot show that the power can be efficiently distributed will not be approved. Provinces will also be encouraged to trade more power across
their respective boundaries. Tighter requirements on project design and siting are also
introduced. Projects will be encouraged on unused state-owned land. The policy stands
until the end of 2020.

has signed an agreement with local financier HD Bank to jointly work
on a 210MW solar PV project.

India’s SECI tenders 7.5GW of solar in Ladakh

Central Asia and Australia

Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) has tendered for 7.5GW
of grid-connected solar PV projects, including implementation
of power transmission and evacuation infrastructure, in the high
altitude Leh and Kargil districts of Jammu & Kashmir state. This
includes three packages of 2.5GW each in the Ladakh region. This
is part of the central government’s scheme to set up 23GW of solar
across the state. Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) is
also planning two hybrid projects with a combined total of 14MW
solar PV and 42MWh of battery energy storage in Leh and Kargil.

Deadline approaches for 2GW Afghanistan solar EOI

India plans 60GW of solar tenders by March 2020 in push
to hit targets

Large-scale plants roll on in Australia

India plans to tender 30GW of solar in each of the next two years
to give developers time to complete projects ahead of the flagship
2022 targets. The government wants to give assurance to renewable
energy developers and the investor community about its long-term
commitment to the clean energy sector and is encouraging them of
the ability “to make risk-free investments in the country”. On the last
day of 2018, SECI tendered for 1.2GW of wind projects and 1.2GW
of ISTS-connected solar PV projects. It also announced tender plans
for 1.2GW national grid-connected wind-solar hybrid projects, while
several states followed with their own gigawatt-scale tenders.

Credit: Panda Green Energy

China

India

The government of Afghanistan has invited expressions of interest for up to 2GW of solar as part of an effort by the Central Asian
country to boost its energy self-reliance and meet growing electricity demand. Interested parties were able to submit proposals to
build up to 400MW of grid-connected PV in each of the five Afghani
provinces of Kabul, Jalalabad, Kandahar, Herat and Balkh. Both the
World Bank and its subsidiary the IFC have separately backed solar
initiatives in Afghanistan in 2018.

The Australia solar market has continued to churn out news related
to utility-scale solar plants. UK firm Octopus Investments and Edify
Energy have closed finance on a 333MW project in Australia. Canadian Solar is partnering with Signal Energy for an EPC and module
supply contract for ESCO Pacific’s 175MW Finley Solar Farm in New
South Wales. Meanwhile, Pacific Hydro Australia has secured local
planning permission for two solar projects representing 555MW
in capacity. Both major parties in the election race for New South
Wales have also put forward plans focusing on solar and storage for
households.

Southeast Asia
Vietnam FiT extension
Vietnam’s Ministry of Industry and Trade has issued a draft policy to
extend the solar feed-in tariff (FiT) by two years up to until 30 June
2021. The new FiT, which has lower rates, would also alter in relation
to the region a project is located, based on solar irradiance, type of
installation and COD, in an attempt to spread solar PV across the
country. In other news, Vietnamese conglomerate Sao Mai Group

Despite political changes, big plants keep coming in Australia
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Industry Association (MPIA). SEDA has also launched the first national solar PV
monitoring system (PVMS), a single platform that allows real-time data to be
disseminated to the industry.

South Korea
South Korea plans 3GW solar-wind-storage hub on reclaimed land

Philippines

South Korea’s government is planning for nearly 3GW of solar PV alongside smaller capacities

Philippines utility aims to become ‘major player’ in renewable energy

of wind and batteries on reclaimed land in Saemangeum, which is an estuarine tidal flat on

The Manila Electric Company (Meralco), the major utility of the Philippines,

the coast of the Yellow Sea. The Saemangeum Development and Investment Agency (SDIA)

plans to set up 1GW of solar and wind projects in the medium term. The plans

will oversee 2.6GW of projects. This will include 2.4GW of solar, 100MW of wind and 100MW of

are for the projects to supply power to the Luzon grid and for 500MW-1GW of

battery storage power. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (MAFRA)

solar to be set up within 2-3 years. The key challenges remain in securing land

will oversee 400MW of solar PV. There will also be a 1GW offshore wind project. The projects

and transmission. Over the last year, large-scale clean energy projects in the

would be located on reclaimed land at Saemangeum, which the Korean Government is hoping

Southeast Asian country have been held up by major regulatory challenges

to turn into a global business hub and free trade hub of Northeast Asia, after a major damming

and delays, however this has been the case for the entire domestic power

operation known as the Saemangeum Seawall Project, completed in 2010, said to be the largest

sector at large.

dyke in the world.

Vietnam
B.Grimm signs PPA for 257MW solar project in Vietnam

India

Thai firm B.Grimm Power has signed a power purchase agreement (PPA) with

Unique Indian solar tenders draw little interest

Vietnamese utility EVN for a 257MW solar project. The Hoa Hoi project in Phu

Solar Energy Corporation of India’s (SECI) 10GW solar tender combined with

Yen Province, southeast Vietnam, will receive a feed-in tariff (FiT) at US$9.35

3GW of manufacturing once again received a poor response from the industry

cents per kWh for a period of 20 years. The scheduled commissioning date of

with only local developer Azure Power submitting a bid. Azure Power’s bid

the project is expected to be before 30 June 2019. Back in September, B.Grimm

was for a 2GW project on a single site as well as 600MW of manufacturing

Power also signed a PPA with EVN for its 420MW solar project in Tay Ninh,

capacity. Meanwhile, SECI’s 1.2GW hybrid solar and wind auction, the first

Vietnam.

in the country, drew bid submissions from heavyweight players Adani and
Softbank, but was still undersubscribed by 150MW. In this case, Adani bid for

Thailand

600MW and Softbank’s unit SB Energy bid for 450MW. At the time of writing,
reports suggested that SECI would hold an auction. NTPC has also tendered for

Thailand utility eyes 1GW of floating solar on hydro dams, pilots energy
storage

another 1.2GW of solar and a hybrid 60MW/130MW wind and solar project in

State-run utility Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT) is planning

Karnataka.

to facilitate 1GW of hybrid floating solar-hydro projects across eight dams
throughout the country. The first two projects, located in the Northeast, are

Indian solar deployment to decrease by 55% in 2018/19, but rooftop
PV shines

already in the development phase, including 45MW(AC) of contracted capacity

India is expected to deploy just 4.1GW of solar in FY2018/19, down 55% year-

second 24MW(AC) project at Ubol Ratana Dam is due to come into commercial

on-year and roughly a quarter of the government’s annual target of 16GW,

operation in 2023.

at Sirindhorn Dam, with a commercial operation date expected in 2020. A

according to the ‘India Solar Compass Q3 2018’ from consultancy firm Bridge to
India. India added 1.2GW of utility-scale solar capacity in Q3 2018, and 1.9GW

Australia

in the first half of FY2018-19, down 43% and 44% over respective periods last

Neoen completes Australia’s largest solar project

year. India’s total PV capacity has now reached 27.4 GW as of 30 September,

French renewable energy firm Neoen started commercial operation at its

with 23.2GW of utility-scale, 3.4GW of rooftop solar and 0.8GW off-grid solar.

189MW Coleambally Solar Farm in New South Wales, Australia. The project
is producing the highest energy output of any solar farm in the country’s

Malaysia

National Electricity Market at present. The project will soon be surpassed by

Malaysia to announce 500MW LSS 3 solar tender in January

the 275MW Bungala solar farm in South Australia that is owned by a joint

The third round of Malaysia’s Large-Scale Solar (LSS) tenders will be for another

venture between Enel Green Power and Dutch Infrastructure Fund.

500MW of capacity and details will be announced in January, according to
energy minister Yeo Bee Yin. The value of the projects could be as much as RM2

Australia’s Snowy Hydro contracts 888MW of wind and solar

billion (US$477 million). Although many developers have enjoyed the steady

Australian utility Snowy Hydro contracted eight wind and solar projects

pace of Malaysia’s market with a clear road of 500MW auctions on a regular

totalling 888MW in capacity across New South Wales and Victoria to reduce its

basis, many were hoping for the capacity level in LSS 3 to be far more generous.

exposure to high wholesale power prices, due to its current inability to supply
power to all its customers via its own power generation. Snowy Hydro aims

Malaysia moves on solar highway, PV monitoring, insurance and
foreign support

for the new clean energy projects to help power half a million households,
without being impacted by high prices on the National Energy Market (NEM).

Malaysia plans to install solar along a major highway and has introduced both
the first solar insurance scheme and monitoring system. Firstly, TNB Energy

Kazakhstan

Services (TNBES), a subsidiary of Malaysia power giant TNB, has signed a

Kazakhstan awards 170MW of solar in first auction

memorandum of understanding (MoU) to add solar panels along a highway

Kazakhstan awarded 170MW of PV in its first solar auction with winning prices

in Johor, a state in southern Malay Peninsula. Meanwhile, Sustainable Energy

ranging between KZT 18.6-22.9 (US$0.051-0.063)/kWh. A total of 20 companies

Development Authority (SEDA) Malaysia has launched the country’s first-of-

submitted 28 applications for projects of capacity between 10-100MW. The

its-kind Solar PV insurance, a product by insurance firm Allianz Malaysia Bhd

ceiling price for the auction was KZT 32/kWh. JSC Hydroenergy, Avelar Solar,

via Anora Agency Sdn Bhd in collaboration with the Malaysian Photovoltaic

and Shell Kazakhstan were all winners.
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Vietnam’s mysterious solar
market builds momentum
Southeast Asia | Concerns over Vietnam’s power

Credit: Prince Roy/Flickr

purchase agreement have not prevented
a huge number of project deals being
signed. Tom Kenning weighs up
what progress is being
made in putting one
of Southeast Asia’s
most promising solar
markets on the map

F

ew global solar markets are harder
to get a consensus view on than
Vietnam. One only needs to talk to
a handful of people to realise that players
looking seriously at this market have
highly conflicting views about its current
and future progress, what PPAs have and
haven’t been signed and who’s trying to
exit them, how many projects are getting
financed and, most importantly, the level of
risk involved in this fledgling market.
If one were to only take heed of the
enormous number of EPC contract, power
purchase agreement (PPA) and module
supply deal signings being announced in
recent months, one could easily infer that
the Southeast Asian country’s PV industry is
flying. Though issues around the PPA have
been called “a storm in a tea cup” by Eddie
O’Connor, executive chairman of wind
and solar developer Mainstream Renewable Energy, with a PPA as controversial as
Vietnam’s has been, gauging the health of
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the market may not be as simple as just
counting project announcements.
The seed of this discussion dates back to
the Ministry of Industry and Trade’s (MOIT)
introduction of a solar feed-in tariff (FiT)
of US$0.0935/kWh last year. The market
immediately garnered a huge level of
interest that saw multiple gigawatts of
project applications and potentially billions
of dollars ready to be invested before the
FiT deadline of June 2019. However, as the
draft PPA was circulated, many potential investors started to think again. The
Vietnam Business Forum (VBF), an umbrella
group for all international Chambers of
Commerce, went as far as to openly declare
the PPA as “non-bankable”.
Ultimately it comes down to an international developer’s appetite for risk. Whether
the frontrunners are industry leaders,
players with deep pockets, or straight up
cowboys, reports of the number of PPA
signings suggest that its shortcomings

Debate has raged
over whether
Vietnam’s PPA
will act as a
deterrent to solar
developers

have not completely knocked the market
on its head.
Oliver Massmann, general director at
law firm Duane Morris, declared at the
ASEAN Solar + Storage Congress, in Manila,
the Philippines, in November, that 35
solar PPAs have been signed in Vietnam
as of September 2018, accounting for
2,271MW of capacity. Although PV Tech
Power was unable to get MOIT to confirm
the numbers, other developers said it was
reasonable to believe that the correct
figure is around this level.
However, progress at the next step of
raising financing is even more opaque and
it’s not clear which players are successfully
raising finance and with whom – particularly as international banks see so many risks
in the PPA as it stands. Another important
insight from several industry insiders is
that some players are actually trying to
get out of their PPAs. Yet it’s important to
note that this worrying situation, if true,
Join us in July in Singapore for
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comes against a backdrop of enormous
optimism from a host of players – many of
them heavyweights in the industry who
are at very late stages of developing their
projects. Renowned Singapore-based
developer Sunseap Group, for example,
has already started constructing a 168MW
project in Ninh Thuan Province and this
should give comfort to others.

“It’s a bit of an unknown future, you need
a crystal ball to figure out what exactly will
happen, but what we can see now is that
a similar trend is happening in Vietnam
to what happened in the Philippines for
example,” says Milan Koev, vice-president,
international business development, at
Sunseap. “The government did a great
job by coming up with an attractive FiT
and they’ve got more project applications
than what they expected. We are seeing a
short-term boom and I think going forward
things will change, with either a lower FiT
or an auctioning system and this will cool
down a lot of investment aspirations for the
country.”
In spite of the long lines of naysayers,
some developers, including Sunseap’s
Koev, believe Vietnam will be the biggest
solar market in Southeast Asia and they
have been impressed by government
policy in recent months, having initially
been taken aback by the PPA issues. Views
from the one of the world’s largest PV
module suppliers alongside perhaps the
world’s largest solar EPC go someway to
backing up this claim.
Firstly, Ku Jun-Heong, senior sales
director Asia Pacific and Middle East, at
Chinese PV manufacturer, Trina Solar, says:
“For Asia Pacific, the higher demand we are
seeing is coming from Vietnam right now,
and Vietnam also has a sudden target of
volume commissioning of projects by end
of June 2019, so we are actually getting big
volumes from customers.”
However, the challenge for Vietnam is
that it has not done any utility-scale PV
projects before, says Jun-Heong, and so the
test of implementing its first few hundreds
of megawatts of projects is that the typical
local developer has no experience and
there are difficulties with financing, as
discussed later in this article.
Echoing Trina’s sentiment, Vikas Bansal,
head of business development, solar
international, at Indian EPC firm, Sterling &
Wilson, says: “This year Vietnam has been
a fantastic market. We were all expecting
last year that Vietnam would open up but,

Credit: Sunseap

Crystal ball

Sunseap CEO,
Frank Phaun, and
Vietnam prime
minister Nguyen
Xuan Phuc,
shake hands
over Sunseap’s
168MW PV power
plant in Vietnam

finally, it has. We are constructing roughly
300MW of plants in Vietnam and even next
year Vietnam is going to remain very active
in PV.”

PPA prang
The debate about the PPA has been
raging for more than 18 months now, with
fears circulating around curtailment and
compensation, dispute resolution without
international arbitration and a lack of
clarity over ‘take or pay’ agreements, to
name a few. However, initial dislike of the
parameters of the solar PPA has tempered
somewhat, as investors come to terms with
the fact that 2GW of PPAs for hydroelec-

“There are a lot of developers who
are struggling with financing for
Vietnam, but I’m not sure whether
this is down to their ability to
finance projects or if it is a countryspecific issue”
tric power in Vietnam have been signed
under almost exactly the same terms as
the solar PPA over several years. Moreover,
the state-run monopoly utility, Electricity Vietnam (EVN), has never defaulted
on a PPA involving foreign invested IPPs,
and Vietnam, one of the fastest growing

economies in the world, is facing an energy
crisis with demand projected to go up by
11.4% between 2016 and 2020. This means
it is not in EVN’s interest to curtail power,
although grid challenges are already
surfacing.
The prime minister is intimately involved
in the future of electricity in Vietnam, says
Eddie O’Connor, which is a positive sign.
Nonetheless, the termination clause,
under which EVN could unilaterally
terminate the PPA without paying any
compensation, is “a big one to swallow
for bankers”, says Olivier Duguet, CEO of
Singapore-based wind and solar developer
Blue Circle. He describes the PPA as the
“elephant in the room”, but given the 2GW
of hydro signed under the same terms, the
Vietnam government does not see a need
to update the PPA, he says, while there
is also consideration in supporting local
developers over foreign ones at this early
stage of the market and this is partly why
the lawmakers lack urgency in amending
the PPA.

Financing
“From an international bank point of view
there’s a lot missing from the PPA,” says
Raphael Chabrolle, senior vice president,
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
(SMBC). “No compensation for grid curtailment means banks need to do big grid
studies.”
Local banks are more relaxed and really
the go-to option for financing, while
Join us in July in Singapore for
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foreign financiers, for whom investment
is more challenging, are looking at ways
to share their risk before diving in, adds
Chabrolle.
Thus, besides the PPA, financing is yet
another hurdle.
“There are a lot of developers who are
struggling with financing for Vietnam,
but I’m not sure whether this is down to
their ability to finance projects or if it is a
country-specific issue,” says Sunseap’s Koev.
“It is a very thin border between investment risk-taking appetite and developers’
ability to convince those investors that
projects are indeed bankable. Everyone
knows the current PPA is troublesome, but
there are a lot more other specific items
on the agenda for every investor to look
into during the project due diligence,
and above all I believe the relationship
with EVN and MOIT is what really matters
beyond the numbers.”
Trina’s Jun-Heong says that it takes
players a long time to get financing, and
contrary to others’ claims, he believes local
banks do not see solar projects as having a
good return on investment.
Big Vietnamese conglomerates like TTC
group and Thai giants like B.Grimm Power
are dominating development on the larger
projects, but there’s less visibility at the
smaller scale.
Unlike Koev, who says market will
be much smaller post 2020, Jun-Heong
compares Vietnam to Thailand in its early
days of 2011/12 when there was a steep
learning curve for EPCs. After this round of
project construction and commissioning
by the end of June 2019, he expects that
there will be a sizeable group of developers
and EPC companies who will pick up the
necessary experience and capabilities over
this time to continue that momentum.
Patrice Clausse, COO and head of international business, at growing Filipino firm
AC Energy, believes that the government
has handled the industry well so far and
that the unfortunate lack of international
financing appetite may only hit market
deployment by hundreds of megawatts
rather than gigawatts.

The hot provinces
For now though, much of the planned PV
projects have been centred around just two
provinces, Binh Thuan and Ninh Thuan, the
latter of which has been granted a lengthy
extension for its FiT up to December 2020.
Binh Tuan has also called for an extension,
according to local reports. These provinces
have benefitted from having explicit PPA
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policies and a significant chunk of development progress has been down to individual
province policies rather than just central
government incentives.
However, some steps of approval are
opaque especially at provincial level and
even just for doing a survey on the land,
says Pranab Kumar Samah, CEO, UPC Solar
Asia Pacific.
“If those things can be standardised,
some of the development cost will be
reduced significantly,” he says. “So from
there until to the time you get construction
permit, if everything can be done through
a single window system - some other
countries are doing that - that will practically sort out a lot of the development cost.”
Samah also claims that central and local
governments are not working coherently
and there are many arguments ongoing
between them

The EPC challenges of building in Vietnam
Eric Liu, general manager for Vietnam at China-based PV
manufacturer and developer, Risen Energy, which has
bagged several hundred megawatts of EPC contracts
in Vietnam in recent months, discusses the unique
considerations of constructing a solar project in Vietnam.
What challenges are there for setting up in Vietnam’s
climate?
Eric Liu: Wind pressure, high temperate and high humidity
needs to be taken into account. The salt and alkali resistance
also needs to be considered.
What O&M challenges do you expect there to be?
The operation and maintenance period mainly relies
on reasonable operation and maintenance plan and
experienced human resources. Furthermore, the operators
in Vietnam need to be trained to learn and experience more
about PV station operation.
Do you see any module choice trends or expectations of
which module technologies work best in this country?
Now the polycrystalline PV module is popular in Vietnam.
However, because of the shortage of the land, high
performance PV modules will be used in Vietnam more and
more.

Grid trouble
Clustering of projects is a big problem in
Vietnam, nowhere more so than in Ninh
Thuan province, which has a 2GW pipeline
of solar projects but an existing grid capacity of just 650MW.
“Binh Thuan and Ninh Thuan are the
main hotspots and this has created a huge
issue of grid access,” says Duguet. “Wind
and solar are already fighting each other
for access to grid, which is key to the FiT
deadline.”
He advises other developers not to put
their eggs all in one basket and to consider
developing projects in other provinces
even if they have lower irradiation.
However, Eric Liu, GM of Vietnam, at
China-based PV manufacturer and developer, Risen Energy is more upbeat: “Of
course, there will always be problems,
but there will always be solutions. Now
the power grid capacity is not enough to
support so many projects, so the key is to
upgrade the EVN’s power grid.”

Post-FiT
The industry is watching closely and
preparing for the next step, with much
speculation on whether the FiT will be
extended for more provinces than just Ninh
Thuan, as well as whether the FiT will be
reduced or if an auction system might be
brought in.
“In my opinion I think the extension will
only be for Ninh Thuan province because
this is the poorest of the provinces in
Vietnam and there’s no other industry or
any sectors that can be developed in this
area – just only the energy,” says Mai Van

Trun, business development director at
Vietnamese firm, SolarBK. “After June 2019
of course I think the FiT will decrease and
anyone who misses deadline will have a
lower FiT.”

Corporate PPA and storage
A direct corporate PPA is being worked
on for Q1 2019, says Massmann, and once
that PPA comes in, it will be a huge opportunity, since commercial and industrial
(C&I) projects are seen as more bankable
in this climate.
Massmann says the government is
working on a pilot programme for such a
corporate PPA, but it is still at the research
and study stage. There have been no final
decisions on capacity, licensing process,
participants, location, wheeling fee and
contractual terms, he adds.
On the energy storage side, Samah
notes that there have been some suggestions that upcoming projects should have
a certain percentage of their capacity supported by intermittency storage
requirements.
Both corporate PPAs and storage
would be a boost for the country’s
clean energy goals, but with 120 solar
projects approved by MOIT with a total
capacity of more than 4.7GW, largescale solar remains the dominant focus
and the global sector will be watching
closely to see how many projects are
actually built on time as the potentially
lucrative FiT hits its deadline midway

through 2019.
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Solar capped

India
India imposes 25% safeguard duty on solar imports from
developed countries, China and Malaysia

China putting major brakes on solar deployment as new market rules
imposed
China has imposed solar caps and reduced the feed-in tariffs (FiT) mechanism, while setting

India’s Ministry of Finance has imposed a 25% safeguard duty on imports

rules at the central government level for utility-scale projects. In 2017, distributed generation

of solar cells and modules from developed countries, Malaysia and China,

(DG) projects accounted for over 19GW of over 53GW of PV installations in China, a new record

but on 13 August temporarily deferred the duty imposition due an earlier

high. However, the new ‘notice’ caps DG solar at 10GW for 2018. The 13.9GW utility-scale target

stay by the High Court of Odisha. The 25% duty will run for one year, then

for the year has been abolished, and all regional provinces instructed to impose bans on all

reduce to 20% for a six-month period, and to 15% for the final six months

entities seeking FiT’s under any 2018 mechanism. The impact should not be underestimated

period. Developers Shapoorji Pallonji, Hero Future Energies and Acme

on PV deployments in China as almost 34GW of utility-scale projects were deployed in China in

Solar as well as domestic PV module manufacturer Vikram Solar had also

2017. The cancellation of the 2018 FiT for utility-scale projects also pushes support back on local

all filed new petitions at the Odisha High Court against the safeguard

governments to deal with the issue of outstanding payments and grid curtailments. Indeed, local

duty since its imposition. The Indian solar industry currently sources

governments were instructed not to approve any utility-scale projects until further notice. The

more than 90% of its cells and modules from China and Malaysia. Module

FiT mechanism was also lowered by RMB 0.05/kWh. SolarPower Europe expected global solar

prices in India will remain 14% lower than eight months ago even after

deployment to grow despite the China cuts, but GTM Research forecast just 85.2GW for 2018.

the imposition of a 25% safeguard duty on imports, according to analysis

ROTH Capital expected 34GW of solar production overcapacity in China following the China cuts,

by IHS Markit. Meanwhile, India’s total PV demand in 2018 will reach just

with Bloomberg New Energy Finance forecasting a huge 35% drop in module prices.

8.5-9.6GW as a result of the duty, according to EnergyTrend forecasting.

Worrying trend of Indian auction cancellations

(SECI) issued a tender for 5GW of PV manufacturing in India to be linked

Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) cancelled 2.4GW of auctioned

with 10GW of solar project development. The government has also aired

projects under its 3GW Interstate Transmission System (ISTS)-connected

plans to link all future solar tenders with manufacturing.

solar tender, accepting only the 600MW won by Acme Solar due to its
significantly lower bid of INR2.44/kWh. Uttar Pradesh New and Renew-

China

able Energy Development Agency (UPNEDA) also annulled a 1GW solar
auction citing high prices as the main reason before it retendered just

China installed 24.3GW of solar power in the first half of
2018

500MW of PV capacity.

According to China’s National Energy Administration (NEA), new solar PV
installations in the country reached 24.3GW in the first half of 2018. At

Indian prices match lowest ever then rise again

the end of June 2018, cumulative PV installations had reached 154.51GW,

The lowest bid quoted in Indian state-run utility NTPC’s auction for 2GW

which included 112.6GW of utility-scale PV power plants and 41.9GW of

of interstate transmission system (ISTS)-connected solar was INR2.59/

Distributed Generation (DG) projects, according to the NEA. First half 2018

kWh (US$0.037). The L1 bid from Acme Solar for 600MW marked a 15

installations of utility-scale projects was said to have reached 12.06GW,

paisa rise from its previous low bid of 2.44 rupees for the 2GW ISTS

down 30% from the prior year period, while DG installations were

auction held by Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) on 3 July, where

reported to have been 12.24GW, a 72% increase year-on-year.

six bidders overall had been happy to bid at 2.54 rupees or lower – before
the implementation of the safeguard duty on cell and module imports

Australia

that has now also been temporarily deferred. Acme had also won 600MW

Australia’s NEG progresses despite widespread criticism

at 2.44 rupees from SECI in its 3GW auction. The remaining 2.4GW from

Australia’s Coalition Party room has signed off on the controversial

this auction were scrapped by SECI due to high tariffs. Winning bids in

National Energy Guarantee (NEG) moving it onto the next stage of

the latest solar auction in Andhra Pradesh ranged between INR2.70-2.71/

consultation. The NEG has been under fire from the renewables industry

kWh.

ever since it was first announced and it is expected to significantly harm
the country’s large-scale renewables pipeline. However, Coalition MPs and

Greenko bags approval for 2.75GW solar-wind-storage
project in India

senators signed off on the NEG without any of the changes requested by

Hyderabad-headquartered firm Greenko Energies has received state

to the emissions reduction target beyond 26% by 2030, as well as three-

government approval for a huge renewable energy project involving

yearly reviews of the target, among others. Despite news of the NEG, a

1GW of solar, 550MW of wind and 1.2GW of pumped energy storage in

280MW solar PV project and a 52MWh battery project are both set to go

the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh. Solar Energy Corporation of India

ahead in South Australia.

the various states, including rejecting calls from Victoria for any increase

(SECI) also issued a tender for a 160MW hybrid solar and wind project
combined with battery energy storage in Andhra Pradesh. SECI has also

South and Southeast Asia

issued a Request for Selection (RfS) document for 2.5GW of hybrid wind

Bangladesh, Vietnam and Pakistan

and solar projects to be connected to the Interstate Transmission System

The Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB) has tendered

(ISTS).

200MW(AC) of grid-connected solar PV projects to be developed across
four locations in the country. Thailand’s B.Grimm Power has signed a

India pondering 100GW ISTS solar tender linked with
manufacturing

cooperation agreement with Vietnam’s Xuan Cau to develop the largest

India is currently mulling over a plan for a 100GW solar tender to be

Ninh, southwest Vietnam. Meanwhile, the World Bank has committed

linked with manufacturing, but with no timeframe put down as yet. The

US$100 million of funding to support 400MW of solar energy projects in

announcement came shortly after Solar Energy Corporation of India

the Sindh Province of Pakistan.

solar PV project in Southeast Asia, standing at 420MW capacity in Tay
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Indian solar policy clear-up
muddled by safeguard saga
Policy | The Indian solar juggernaut shows few signs of slowing down en route to its huge target of

A

t the end of 2017, India announced
plans to tender out 20-30GW of
large-scale solar energy capacity
every year, with its eyes firmly on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s 100GW by 2022
target. The idea was to blast away the
cobwebs of stagnation through sheer
ambition, regardless of any major issues
plaguing the sector at that point in time.
Indeed, tenders came out thick and fast,
perfectly in line with government timelines
in early 2018, but it took until the summer
for the auctions to really start rolling. This
was because there were still issues with a
new countrywide sales tax and confusion at ports where PV modules from
foreign suppliers were entering India,
along with complete uncertainty over an
anti-dumping investigation that had been
dragging on for some time. The auction
bonanza then hit its own, far larger snag
when the Ministry of Finance suddenly
announced a safeguard duty against cell
and module imports from China, Malaysia
and developed countries on 30 July 2018
(see boxout). The duty is sure to cause
more confusion and debate over the
coming weeks and months, particularly
with a worrying trend of auction cancellations rearing its head.
This article seeks to clarify where India
stands with each of these hindering laws
and regulations at present, while also
highlighting more progressive introductions such as the National Solar and Wind
Hybrid Policy and their efficacy.

Goods and Services Tax
The industry was pained for several
months by the Goods and Services Tax
Bill (GST), introduced on 1 July 2017, as it
awaited clarity on tax levels for different
equipment. Eventually, modules would be
taxed at 5%, while certain other equipment
would be hit with levies of 18% or higher.
“Now, by and large there is clarity in
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terms of what is the level of GST applicable on individual pieces of equipment,
modules, inverters, cables etc.,” says Vinay
Rustagi, managing director of consultancy
firm Bridge to India. “The big issue is the
lump-sum EPC contracts – do they qualify
under the 5% GST regime or are they
taxed at higher rates? And many different
states are interpreting the GST order very
differently and levying full GST of 18%
on the lump-sum contracts, as against an
expectation that the lump-sum contracts
will attract a GST of only 5%.”
For months, goods were also being held
up at ports all over India due to confusion
over a customs duty, however, the issue
has now been resolved and Bridge to India
has not heard of any related issues in the
last month.
With GST and customs duty cleared in
the spring, the solar sector looked forward
to unfettered auctioning, only with the
threat of a safeguard duty imposition
lurking in the background.

Credit: Government of Karnataka

100GW by 2022. But, as Tom Kenning, recent policy developments could create a few bumps in the
road along the way

The Pavagada solar
park in Karnataka is expected to
become the world’s
largest single
PV project at an
eventual 2GW

Tender opportunities
Whatever short-term moments of stasis or
confusion arise in the industry, there is a
general sense that Modi and his government’s vision of solar is so robust in the
long term that players can step in for the
long game with confidence. For example,
Leandro Leviste, CEO of developer and
manufacturer Solar Philippines, a company
that plans to enter India by signing
500MW of solar PPAs this year, says that his
company is willing to accept initially lower
returns since it believes in India’s massive
long-term potential.
“The investment interest in the sector
is very, very strong,” adds Rustagi. “There
are still many players both domestic and
international who’ve got a very strong
appetite for bidding large numbers for
these projects.”
This manifested itself in heavy oversub-

scription for tenders in the state of Odisha,
and NTPC and SECI’s multi-gigawatt,
pan-India auctions prior to the safeguard
duty imposition.
“Also bear in mind that while land acquisition, transmission and even fundraising is
going to become more challenging given
the increasing scale of these projects,” says
Rustagi. “Now the developers have got a
much larger time period for implementation of 21-24 months as against 12 months.
So, on the whole we don’t see any cutback
in developer interest. What we do see is
the level of aggression in terms of tariffs to
come down a little bit and we think it has
already come down somewhat because
module costs are now back to their historic
lows or where they were about 1-1.5 year
ago and the tariffs are still in the INR2.502.80 category and it’s pretty unlikely that
the tariffs will go down beyond these
levels.”
The Power Ministry recently amended
solar power procurement rules, giving the
likes of procurers SECI and NTPC the option
to extend:
• land acquisition periods from seven to
12 months;
• financial closure periods from seven to
12 months from the date of execution of
the PPA;
• project commissioning timeframes from
13 months to 21 months, from the date
of execution of the PPA;
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• projects of >250MW capacity commissioning timeframes from 15 months to
24 months, from the date of execution
of the PPA.
The sheer number of tenders also means
that developers who don’t win projects
one day can be sure to have a crack at
another auction after only a short wait,
adds Rustagi.
Developers had lobbied NTPC to
change the rules of its 2GW auction as
they claimed the maximum allocation
available to any single player was so big
that it favoured the biggest and most
financially powerful bidders who could
take the risk of economies of scale and bid
for the whole amount. It was somewhat
surprising to the industry then that NTPC’s
2GW auction saw Japanese giant Softbank
walk away with just 600MW having bid at
2.60 rupees per unit, just higher than the
three other winners Acme Solar, Azure
Power and Shapoorji Pallonji who bid at
2.59 rupees.
When asked if there is now room for
smaller developers to come back into the
market, Rustagi says that the ever increasing project sizes are seeing some consolidation within the industry and it’s only the
larger developers with the experience, the
funding capability etc. who will play the
lead role going forward.
“So we do expect that the smaller
developers will continue to be edged out
of the market because they simply can’t
compete versus the bigger developers, and
the project sizes are getting larger as well,”
he adds.
There were some worrying signs
even before the safeguard duty came in,
however, with SECI cancelling 2.4GW out of
its 3GW auction citing the tariffs as being
too high, while Uttar Pradesh (1GW) and
Gujarat (500MW) cancelled their auctions
of late for the same reason.

Tying up with down
One of the most impactful ideas touted
by the Indian government is its unusual
plan to link all future tenders for solar
deployment with manufacturing capacity. It would mean all developers would
no longer be able to think exclusively
in downstream terms and would have
to either start upstream manufacturing
operations or – more likely – enter a joint
venture with an established manufacturer,
whether a foreign or domestic firm.
There are two issues with this plan
that have already surfaced in the
first attempt at such a tender. A 5GW
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The Indian government has sought to link project tendering with manufacturing capabilities

manufacturing/10GW solar deployment
tender (minimum project bid for 1GW
manufacturing/2GW solar) was floated in
late spring 2018.
In a briefing note, Bridge to India
stated: “We believe that few players have
the willingness and capacity to participate in a tender of this scale/complexity.
Combined capital cost of a 1GW manufacturing line and 2GW projects is estimated
in excess of INR110 billion (US$1.6 billion).
Minimum net worth requirement for
bidders is INR20.4 billion (US$300 million).
Our list of potential candidates is limited
to ReNew, Adani, Softbank and Tata
Power.”
Secondly, SECI is reported to have toyed
with the idea of reducing the manufacturing component back down to 3GW instead
of 5GW to make the proposition more
attractive. It may come as some comfort to
developers that most analysts believe that
the 10GW solar was there to be tendered
in any case – whether tied to manufacturing or not – so the amount of solar
being tendered should not to be critically
affected by the success or failure of any
attempts to tie in manufacturing.

Solar parks
Aside from the odd state tender, the bulk
of tendered capacity in 2018 and for the
coming year will be for projects outside
solar parks. Even though MNRE sanctioned
the Solar Parks scheme to be increased
from 20GW to 40GW, it has now extended
the implementation period from 2019-20
to 2021-22. This is partly due to land
acquisition issues and an overall lack of

power demand compared to expectations
in certain states. Developers must now
focus on pan-India tenders with PV to be
connected to the Interstate transmission
system (ISTS).

O&M/EPC opportunities
New opportunities on the engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC)
side are also narrowed by the fact that
larger India-based firms are increasingly
bringing all the EPC work in house and
Rustagi thinks this a trend that is unlikely
to change. However, there is one caveat in
that there has already been a bunching up
of tenders, and developers that win large
amounts of capacity may simply not have
enough capacity for execution. This would
then open the doors for outsiders to come
in and perform EPC services. Acme Solar
for example has racked up more than 2GW
worth of capacity awards in the last two
months, although, when asked, Shashi
Shekhar, vice chairman, Acme Group, does
not say whether his company will need
outside help.

Hybrid push
In May, MNRE released its ‘National WindSolar Hybrid Policy’ seeking to encourage hybridisation of projects due to the
benefits they offer for grid integration.
Hybrid systems involve solar PV systems
and wind turbine generators being configured at the same point of connection. In
order to be classed as ‘hybrid’, the rated
power capacity of one source of energy
must be at least 25% of the rated power
capacity of the other resource.
Join us in July in Singapore for
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Testing standards
While India’s attempts to bring in new
quality standards came under fire for not
being any more stringent than already
well-recognised global standards, they are
also burdensome for developers, not just
manufacturers.
“Obviously they affect everybody
because all modules sold need to reach
the specifications of the standard, and
even today there are not enough testing
labs in India and MNRE has been extending the deadlines on a piecemeal basis,”
says Rustagi. “That again doesn’t give any
clarity to the market, so the issue is not
just for the module makers, it is for all
equipment makers and it is for developers
who are hoping to buy this equipment. It’s
hard to see how the situation will improve
even in the next one year.”

Conclusion
When India announced its 100GW by 2022
target, many laughed at the idea, but its
progress has astonished bystanders. The
market – now settled in the top three of
the world – is close to full maturation.
The safeguard duty saga will certainly
make further progress bumpy, but
most consider it a short-term challenge.
Utility-scale solar is here to stay, in any
case, but its trajectory hinges on how the
government goes about trying to appease
both the solar developers and its domestic
manufacturing lobby, and whether that
materialises in several manufacturinglinked solar tenders or even a future antidumping duty.
India’s National Energy Storage Mission
(NESM) sadly focuses almost entirely on
batteries for electric vehicles (EVs) but the
hybrid solar and wind opportunities could
be a strong outlet for this fledgling sector.
With all this in mind, the issue of quality
still has to be raised when discussing India.
Has the frenzy to drive down costs and
get a foot in the market with little or no
margin created a sustainable industry?
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After visiting six solar projects in various
Indian states, PV consultancy PI Berlin,
which has opened a subsidiary based in
Delhi, issued a report highlighting serious
safety concerns, poor installation practices
and system output monitoring as well
as a worrying lack of warranties. It found
faulty electrical joints, delamination and

cracked cells, much of this stemming from
the installation process. Ultimately, to draw
suitable rates of return from PV projects,
the focus must not only be on navigating
the minefield of policy changes, but also
on taking steps to ensure the use of highquality components with proper assurance

processes in place.

Safeguard duty
At the time of writing, India’s Ministry of Finance had tried to impose a 25% safeguard duty on imports of
solar cells and modules from Malaysia, China and developed countries starting on 30 July, but it has now
temporarily deferred the duty.
The backtracking came following direction from the Odisha High Court, which had issued a stay on the
safeguard duty imposition prior to the ministry’s announcement. While uncertainty on the issue is likely to
remain for some time, it can be assumed that the duty will come fully into force again in the near future.
Once imposed, the 25% duty will run for one year, then reduce to 20% for a six-month period and to 15%
for the final six-month period.
The Indian solar industry currently sources more than 90% of its cells and modules from China and
Malaysia, so the duty has major ramifications for the sector.
Concerns include the threat of rising tariffs, the appetite of utilities to buy more expensive power (there
is already a trend of auction cancellations due to high tariffs), the possibility of circumvention of the tariffs
though other Southeast Asian countries (Vietnam, Thailand, the Philippines and Indonesia) and the duties
not being high or long enough to actually support domestic manufacturing.
“We are pleased that something at last has been done and uncertainty has been removed,” says
Rakesh Tiwari, CFO, Mundra Solar, a unit of Indian conglomerate Adani, and a member of the Indian Solar
Manufacturing Association (ISMA). “Now solar manufacturers and developers can both go back to their
drawing board and work accordingly.”
However, given a Parliamentary Committee report revealing that 200,000 jobs in India had been lost as
a result of the country’s reliance on cheaper solar imports from China and other countries, Adani had been
expecting a higher tariff imposition.
For developers, the greatest concern is the effect of the duty on projects that are already under
construction or bid out.
Indeed Sunil Jain, CEO of Indian developer Hero Future Energies, says that developers had met with the
MNRE secretary Anand Kumar, who had said ongoing projects would be given a pass-through option to
avoid bearing the costs of the duty. However, there is still uncertainty and Jain says that even with a passthrough, how to implement it will be another problem. For example, many companies are still waiting for a
pass-through on the Goods and Services Tax (GST) more than a year after its implementation.
“Obviously this has put a number of projects which are half constructed or 75% constructed into a
situation of uncertainty,” says Shashi Shekhar, vice chairman, Acme Group.
Acme expects its 2.44 rupee solar tariffs to go up to 3.01 rupees (up 60-70 paisa) as a result of the
safeguard duty, while Bridge to India has itself estimated a 25% duty is equal to around a 40-50 paisa impact
on tariffs.

Credit: Adani

Moreover, any form of energy storage
can be added to such projects.
Hyderabad-headquartered firm
Greenko Energies has received state
government approval for a huge renewable energy project involving 1GW of solar,
550MW of wind and 1.2GW of pumped
energy storage in the Indian state of
Andhra Pradesh, while SECI has a tender
out for a 160MW solar-wind-battery
project in the same state and a 2.5GW
tender out for hybrid projects across India.

A safeguard duty on certain cell and module imports into India has been temporarily deferred
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India
Indian solar bidding ‘irrationally aggressive’ say majority of
CEOs

Chinese solar market strength supports IHS Markit forecast of 113GW of
global installs in 2018
China will lead the industry again in 2018, reaching the record 53GW set in 2017 with an upside

Bidding in the Indian solar industry has been deemed irrationally aggressive

potential of 60GW in 2018, according to market research firm IHS Markit. “This latest forecast is

by 70% of CEOs responding to a survey from consultancy firm Bridge to

close to the global polysilicon limit manufacturers can supply,” said Edurne Zoco, research and

India, however, sentiment remains upbeat about growth prospects and the

analysis director for IHS Markit. “Tight supply and stable prices will continue throughout the year.

overall industry. The ‘India RE CEO Survey 2018’ found company heads expect

Our forecast assumes manufacturers can further ramp up production, to meet demand, in the

India to reach 66GW of installed solar capacity by March 2022, well short of

second half of the year. Demand in China will once again shape the global PV market. This year

the original 100GW target set under the National Solar Mission (NSM). Just

China will have feed-in tariff deadlines in the second and fourth quarters, which will create two

7% of respondents believe the 100GW target will be surpassed on time.

sharp installation peaks.” IHS Markit said that India would overtake the US as the second largest
PV market in 2018, while emerging solar markets Mexico and Egypt will make up 1.8% and 1.3%

Hero launches India’s first solar-wind hybrid project

of the solar market, respectively.

Delhi-headquartered renewable energy firm Hero Future Energies has
completed India’s first large-scale solar and wind energy hybrid project in the
state of Karnataka. The project at Kavithal, Raichur District, which included

Australia’s NEG would ‘trash’ renewable energy pipeline

an existing 50MW wind farm, now has a neighbouring 28.8MW solar PV site

Australia’s National Energy Guarantee (NEG), which has been waived through

to form a hybrid system. India has also launched a new Wind-Solar hybrid

for a final decision in August, would significantly harm the country’s large-

policy but Bridge to India said the policy was missing key incentives.

scale renewables pipeline, with just 1.5GW expected to be completed by
2025 despite the current 16GW pipeline, according to John Grimes, CEO of

Indian Tariffs likely to stay between 2.65-3 rupees per unit

the Smart Energy Council. Moreover, uncertainty around the NEG has already

Indian solar tariffs are likely to remain between INR 2.65-3/kWh until either

started hitting funding parameters and therefore it has had an immediate

a safeguard or anti-dumping duty is imposed or module prices decrease,

impact on all players in the large-scale renewables field.

according to Mudit Jain, consultant at Bridge to India. Softbank’s JV, SB
Energy won all 200MW available in the latest solar auction in the Indian state

Southeast Asia

of Karnataka with a tariff of INR 2.82/kWh (US$0.041). Maharashtra’s latest
1GW auction attracted lower winning bids of between INR 2.71-2.72/kWh

Sunseap JV gets green light for 168MW solar project in
Vietnam

(US$.0.04), while Andhra Pradesh drew bids between INR2.72-2.73/kWh.

A joint venture between Sunseap, InfraCo Asia and CMX Renewable Energy
Canada has received the green light for a 168MW solar PV project in the Ninh

Uncertainty lingers over ‘Change in Law’ clarification for
Indian solar but modules free of customs tax

Thuan province of Vietnam, which will be the largest in the country. The

India’s Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) has issued a

Investment Registration Certificate, which involved approval from the prime

clarification in its guidelines for tariff-based competitive solar procurement

minister’s office – necessary for all projects above 50MW capacity. The project

implying that a change in duties will henceforth be covered as a ‘Change

is expected to break ground in mid-2018 before going into commercial

in Law’, which would give developers protection in case a safeguard,

operation by June 2019.

US$150 million solar farm has received a Decision on Land Handover and an

anti-dumping or any other duty is imposed, but analysts said uncertainty
remains. Meanwhile, one of the other major causes of uncertainty for India’s

TNB signs 30MW solar PPA with Majulia and Greencells

solar sector has been put to rest after the Central Board of Indirect Taxes

Malaysian utility Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) has signed 21-year power

and Customs (CBITC) clarified that most PV modules will not be subject to

purchase agreements (PPAs) with a long list of developers for many 30MW

customs duty.

solar projects across Malaysia. News of the signings came steadily throughout the recent months, after the second Large-Scale Solar (LSS) auction was

India’s Gujarat approves 5GW solar park

held last year.

The Indian state of Gujarat has approved what could be the world’s largest
solar park once completed, standing at 5GW capacity in Dholera Special

Emergence

Investment Region (DSIR). The project would be spread across 11,000

Mongolia’s largest solar project gets EBRD backing

hectares of land along the Gulf of Khambhat in DSIR, and would attract

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) together

investment of INR250 billion (US$3.84 billion) while generating employment

with Triodos Investment Management and FMO are providing a US$31.6

for more than 20,000 people.

million syndicated loan to Desert Solar Power One (DSPO) to build the largest
solar plant in Mongolia, standing at 30MW. This will be its first utility-scale PV

Australia

project to get financing in Mongolia, claimed the bank.

Sunshine Energy Australia applies for 1.5GW Queensland
solar farm

Construction starts on Nepal’s first large-scale solar project

A council in the Australian state of Queensland has confirmed receipt of

Construction has started on a 25MW solar PV project in Nepal, the largest

a planning application for a 1.5GW solar farm, with provision for battery

ever in the country. Minister for Energy, Water Resources and Irrigation

energy storage, from Sunshine Energy Australia. Somerset Regional Council

Barsha Man Pun laid the foundation stone at Devighat in Nuwakot. This is

said the plant would be spread across 2,055 hectares east of Harlin along the

the first large-scale solar project in Nepal and it is hoped that collaboration

D’Aguilar Highway. The site would be close to an existing high-voltage power

between Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA), AEPC and the private sector will

network, which is also close to the city of Brisbane. It is also one hour from a

help to drive further sustainability and replication of such large-scale projects

570MW pumped storage plant at Splityard Creek.

throughout the country.
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Emerging market briefing
Tom Kenning and Ben Willis look at the latest developments in some of the most promising
emerging PV markets worldwide. This issue features Pakistan, Tunisia and Uzbekistan
Pakistan’s Sindh details 400MW solar parks and 250,000 solar homes plan
The government of the Pakistani state of Sindh has made clear its intentions to
boost solar by launching a framework to address the potential environmental,
resettlement, and social impacts associated with its major solar initiative, for
which it is seeking World Bank funding.
The Sindh Solar Energy Programme (SSEP), a pioneering scheme in Pakistan,
aims to support solar deployment in the province across utility-scale, distributed generation and residential segments.
This includes up to 400MW of solar park capacity (50-200MW per park),
starting with 50MW that will see the first competitive tariff-based auctions
in Pakistan – the plans for which were announced last December. The Solar
Park concept aims to help to reduce the risk profile for private sector developers by ensuring that land is secured, permits obtained and power off-take is
pre-arranged.
The first 50MW site near Manjhand, Jamshoro District, has already been
identified with land secured, and the aim is to complete this pilot solar auction
by the end of 2018, allowing the project to be operational by 2020. When first
announced, a formal procurement process was scheduled to take place in Q2
this year.
The progamme also aims for 15MW of distributed PV on rooftops of public
sector buildings and others in the cities of Karachi and Hyderabad as well as a
target of bringing solar home systems to a quarter of a million households in
areas of Sindh with poor access to electricity.

Credit: Paul Keller/Flickr

The state of Sindh is leading the way on solar
deployment in Pakistan
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Electricity generated from distributed solar in Sindh is expected to have
tariffs of around US$0.06-0.10/kWh, lower than the retail tariff charged by utilities.
The project is not entirely Sindh focused as the aim is to spur on other
Pakistani provinces through example. With this in mind, Pakistan could soon
see a widespread focus on PV as long as other states take note and start to
implement their own policies.
The new ‘Environmental and Social Management Framework’ (ESMF)
released by the Sindh government is in line with the national and provincial
regulatory as well as World Bank safeguard requirements. While the location of
most projects under the solar programme are yet to be decided, the ESMF aims
to identify generic environmental and social impacts of the projects.
The 209-page document details how to mitigate these impacts and details
a Grievance Address Mechanism, consultations and a host of other processes.
The main concerns for the three segments, which were all deemed ‘low to
moderate’ in significance, were also laid out in detail.
Also this year, another solar firm Siachen Energy has submitted a tariff
petition for a 100MW solar project at Gharo, District Thatta, Sindh, with another
tariff well below grid parity (US$6.2939), but the developer must now wait for
the regulator to respond with its tariff determination.
In separate news, EcoEnergy, a solar energy provider in Pakistan, has secured
US$600,000 in debt finance to help it provide off-grid solar energy to 10,000 of
the poorest rural households in
the country.
EcoEnergy struck the deal
with SIMA, a social investment
advisor and manager backed
by the Dutch and Belgian
government development
banks, AXA, MetLife, USAID
and the pension fund of the
Episcopalian and Lutheran
churches.
EcoEnergy will use the
capital to purchase products,
technology and services from
UK-based BBOXX, which is
active in off-grid services in
Africa among other destinations. BBOXXX will provide its
cloud-based task management
software, Pulse. EcoEnergy
will then scale up its operations and extend distribution
of smart solar home systems
across the country, having
been constrained until now
by a lack of access to working
capital.
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Tunisia eyes 1GW solar and wind
Tunisia has its eye on 1GW of solar and wind projects worth US$1 billion in
investment, and has now released a tender for 500MW in each technology.
Prime Minister Youssef Chahed announced the news at an energy conference in April.
The Tunisian Ministry of Energy, Mines and Renewable Energy later issued
the tender for 500MW of PV projects within the country in May. Within this
tender, the Tunisian government plans to develop five different projects,
headlined by a 200MW power station that will be developed in the Tataouine
governorate. Other planned projects include 100MW PV projects in the governorates of Kaiouran and Gafsca, along with 50MW projects in Tozeur and Sidi
Bouzid governorates.
These five projects will all be developed under a build, own and operate
(BOO) model, with interested developers now asked to issue pre-qualification
applications as part of the tender.
The country is close to building a 2.25GW concentrated solar power (CSP)

export project in the Sahara Desert in south-west Tunisia, which is believed to
be the largest solar power plant in the world. The aim is to provide power to
Europe. British company Nur Energie is waiting for an authorisation approval
from the Tunisian Ministry of Energy, Mines and Renewable Energy, before it
can start exporting electricity to major European markets.
Tunisia’s Ministry of Energy, Mines and Renewable Energies has also recently
published the list of the winning projects selected in the 70 MW solar tender it
issued in May. It awarded capacity mainly to local firms or consortia involving
both domestic and international companies.
The projects, which were preliminarily approved by the Tunisian government at the beginning of May, include six 10MW solar parks and four 1MW
ground-mount PV systems. This left 6MW unallocated.
Other news includes the Tunisian power state-owned utility, Société Tunisienne de l’Electricité et du Gaz (STEG), issuing a tender for the construction of a
second 10MW solar park in Tozeur, in the south of the country.

Uzbekistan has sought assistance from the International Finance Corporation
the government of Uzbekistan for 1GW of PV, a deal it claimed to be both the
(IFC), part of the World Bank Group, to drive forward its solar plans. In mid-May
largest foreign direct investment ever made in Uzbekistan and the country’s
the Central Asian state announced that the IFC would help it realise its solar
first independent power producer project.
ambitions by encouraging private sector investment in its nascent renewable
Commenting on the estimated US$1.3 billion deal, SkyPower’s CEO Kerry
energy sector.
Adler, said: “This is a historic partnership that will benefit both the Government
The IFC will operate as ‘transaction adviser’ to the government Uzbekistan,
of Uzbekistan and SkyPower, and we are happy to be building Uzbekistan’s first
supporting the state-owned national power utility, Uzbekenergo, on structursolar power installation.”
ing a public-private partnership aimed at bringing private sector experience
However, no further details were provided on the location or estimated
and capital to construct a 100MW solar plant. This project will form part of a
timeline for building out this capacity. In 2015 SkyPower announced plans to
larger programme that ultimately aims to see up to 1GW of solar installed in
build 1GW of PV in Kenya over five years, but has since made no further public
the country.
statements on how these proposals will be executed.
“Developing renewable energy in Uzbekistan is crucial
to diversify our power supply,” said Sukhrob Kholmuradov, Uzbekistan’s deputy prime minister. “The joint work
of IFC, the State Investment Committee and Uzbekenergo
could bring up to US$1 billion in private investment
to develop solar photovoltaic plants that will not only
improve the supply, but also create a transparent mechanism to attract more private sector investment, which
could be successfully replicated in other energy spheres.”
Uzbekistan currently relies largely on fossil fuels,
notably natural gas, to meet its energy needs, with hydropower – currently the country’s only source of renewable energy – accounting for only around 2% of primary
energy supply. But with significant solar resources at its
disposal, the Uzbek government is looking to develop the
renewable energy sector to diversify the country’s energy
mix and attract private investment.
“The agreement demonstrates the strong partnership between IFC and Uzbekistan,” said Georgina Baker,
IFC Vice President for Latin America and the Caribbean,
Europe, and Central Asia. “We are committed to creating
markets and crowding-in private investment to help
unlock and scale up renewable energy in Uzbekistan, and
provide clean, reliable energy to its citizens.”
It is unclear how – or if – Uzbekistan’s tie-up with
the IFC and ambitions for 1GW of solar relate to plans
unveiled earlier in May by the Canadian solar developer
SkyPower. On 7 May the company released a statement
Uzbekistan is targeting its first solar projects
saying it had signed a power purchase agreement with
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Uzbekistan calls on IFC to push forward solar plans
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Floating PV systems –
an overview of design
considerations
System design | Floating solar has huge potential in areas where difficult terrain or land constraints

make ground-mounted systems impractical. Gijo George and Pranav Patel of DNV GL explore
some of the technical challenges in designing and building floating PV projects

Credit: Lightsource BP

• Limited area for large-scale, groundmounted PV
• Mountainous terrain compared to
largely available water bodies
• Innovation-driven necessity
• Requirement for higher specific yields
(kWh/kWp)
• A need to reduce water evaporation,
especially in dry areas

Floating solar design
and installation
pose considerable
technical challenges

D

NV GL’s 2018 Energy Transition
Outlook forecasts that by 2050
solar photovoltaic (PV) will
provide 40% of global electricity generation, corresponding to 19.1TW of global
solar PV capacity [1]. We estimate that
70% of this PV capacity will be realised
as ground-mount systems, which would
require approximately 400,000 square
km of land. Non-availability of land in
some locations and multipurpose use of
land could make land acquisition difficult
for energy projects. Considering this,
it is important to explore any potential
technology application that:
• Optimises existing man-made infrastructure and suitable natural resources;
• Improves water conservation;
• Increases renewable energy generation
given the background of climate change
and water shortage.

satisfy the above conditions by providing an alternative deployment option for
PV modules, namely on bodies of water
such as lakes, lagoons, reservoirs, ponds,
canals, etc. As a relatively new concept that
combines the intricacies of both solar and
floating technologies, the specific deployment drivers of FSPs can find application
when factors influencing a project might
include:
• Densely populated countries

Representation
of a floating solar
plant

Floating solar installations consist
of floats/pontoons, module mounting
structures, mooring system, PV modules,
inverters, and balance of system (BOS)
components. PV modules, which are the
main components of FSPs, are mounted
on top of floats, which are fundamentally
buoyancy units used to keep the panels
floating on the water surface. PV modules,
which convert the incident solar irradiation into electricity, can be mounted either
directly or in combination with frames
on the floaters. A mooring system is used
to keep the floats in place. The system is
similar to a spring, where displacement
of the floater from a neutral equilibrium
position causes a restoring force to react to
the applied loading. The choice of mooring
system depends primarily on the location,

Floating solar PV projects (FSPs) can
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design. The external design parameters
including environmental conditions
that influence the system design will
vary between different sites. As a result,
preparing a universal solution might not
be feasible and each project will need
to be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.
Although challenges in FSPs are different
from conventional ground-mounted or
rooftop solar projects, similar challenges
have been encountered in other fields
such as maritime, oil & gas, and offshore
wind projects, where floating systems are
used based on proven technical grounds.
Hence, parallels can be drawn from these
fields and adapted for the FSP application.
The FSP design process broadly includes
following activities:

Floaters with module
mounting structure

Site surveys

depth of water, geotechnical parameters
and reservoir bed profile. Such mooring
systems mainly consist of two components, namely the mooring lines and the
anchoring mechanism. The direct current
(DC) power generated by PV modules
is converted to alternating current (AC)
power by inverters. For small-scale floating plants close to shore, it is possible to
place the inverters and BOS components
on land. Otherwise, both central or string
inverters can be installed on specially
designed floats along with other BOS
components.
Even though there are several advantages of using FSP installations, there
are also several challenges in using this
technology, which should be assessed on
a case-by case-basis. These installations
are vulnerable to storms, waves, currents,
etc. that could adversely affect the life
of the plant. Such dynamic loads can
result in floats getting overturned during
adverse weather events, or the increase in
motion can induce stresses on the mounting structure.
Unlike ground-mounted systems, the
environmental dynamic loads in FSPs
result in higher fatigue loads that need
to be addressed in the design of physical
connections. Floats that are connected
to the mooring lines experience higher
forces, and floats on the periphery need
to be designed for possible impact loads
as well. Mooring systems should be
configured such that the lateral movement
and rotation of the plant is minimal, while
allowing for variation in water level. This
means that the mooring lines should

neither be too tight nor too slack. Finding
the right balance between the two can be
very challenging, especially if the water
level variation expected at the site is
significant.
FSP installations have additional
challenges due to their local environment. For example, there is an increased
risk of corrosion and hence a possible
reduction in the design life. Inverters and
BOS components are exposed to high
humidity environments and movements
due to the waves. Preventive measures
ensuring that the chosen equipment
has an adequate ingress protection (IP)
rating and has undergone environmental
tests for the saline marine conditions
should be taken into consideration
during the design and installation stages.
Additional safety measures that address
risks related to the use of electrical
equipment in such environments should
be put in place as well. Depending on
the design and site constraints, installation and maintenance costs may be
higher relative to onshore PV plants.
Furthermore, environmental impacts
should be taken into consideration. For
example, by preventing the penetration
of sunlight into the water, these installations have the potential to affect the
aquatic life and biodiversity of the site.
The design of FSPs can be a long and
complex process. Each of the components
in a floating solar system faces a plethora
of challenges, some of which are discussed
above. In addition to these challenges,
understanding the interactions between
components is essential for a stable system

Site surveys should include bathymetry,
geotechnical investigation, hydrology
study, metocean study and collection of
historical data. These surveys should be
conducted as a preliminary step to arrive
at the baseline for the environmental and
climatic conditions that the FSP will need
to be designed for. Bathymetry is the study
of underwater depth of lake or ocean
floors and helps to map the reservoir bed.
Geotechnical investigations need to be
undertaken to understand the stratigraphy,
engineering properties, behaviour and
composition of the soil. Hydrology is the
study of flow and storage of water in the
environment, which provides valuable
insights on expected variation of water
level as well as water flow. The combined
wind, wave, current and other climatic
conditions that are prevalent in the site
are called the ‘metocean’ characteristics
of the site. A metocean study where these
characteristics are monitored can help
arrive at appropriate design values for
wind, temperature, humidity, water level
variations, storm surges, seiches, wave
parameters and water currents. Historical data, whenever available, should be
used to supplement and validate the data
obtained from site.

Environmental conditions
FSPs need to be designed for different
environmental conditions such as wind,
wave, currents and water level variations.
The design environmental conditions
can be established from site surveys and
historical data.
Similar to ground-mounted solar
systems, the site-specific wind condition
is one of the prominent environmental
Join us in July in Singapore for
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conditions that govern the design of
FSPs. The wind acting on the system
generates suction, pressure and drag
forces on the system’s components. The
varying nature of wind also generates
dynamic loads on FSPs.
Waves generated in waterbodies can
interact with FSPs, and the motion induced
by waves will generate inertial forces on
the system. In addition, the varying nature
of waves results in dynamic loads on the
structure, similar to wind loads in FSPs and
in traditional ground-mount systems. Wave
heights can vary from a few centimetres
to a few metres depending on various site
conditions. The properties and behaviour
of the waves are typically influenced by the
size, shape and depth of the waterbodies,
the wind velocities and the fetch distance.
Thus, the effect of waves can be negligible
for small waterbodies of shallow depth
compared to large deep reservoirs with
long fetch distances. The different wind
wave models available can be used to
predict the waves, which can be validated
from a combination of the metocean study
and historical data. The output of the
models will be a spectrum of waves with a
significant wave height and characteristic
time period.
Water level variation and water currents
are also of significance in the design of
FSPs. The hydrology study in combination
with metocean data, historical data and
reservoir design criteria can be used to
determine their effects.

Loads and load combinations
The different components in FSPs are
exposed to diverse load types, which arise
due to the normal operation and local
environmental conditions. Components

should be designed for probable combinations of these loads.
Similar to any other structure, FSPs
should also be designed for dead and
live loads acting on it. Dead loads are the
permanent loads acting on the system
such as the self-weight of the components and weight of the panels etc. Live
loads are the variable and dynamic loads
that are expected to act on the system,
primarily during normal operation of the
floating solar plant.
Winds can generate dynamic effects
such as vortex shedding on the structure.
Studies on utility-scale ground-mounted
solar panels systems have shown that
the dynamic loads can be several times
the normal loads; and a similar phenomenon can be expected for floating solar
projects, depending on the type, configuration and material choices for the system.
The presence of wind will also have a
significant impact on the cyclic loads
applied to the floaters.
Stresses can be developed in FSP
components due to the action of waves.
The submerged components will be
subjected to lateral forces due to the
motion of water whereas the floating
components experience vertical and
horizontal motion, which will induce
internal forces on the floaters. The cyclic
nature of waves can result in dynamic
loads on the structure, modules, inverters
and BOS as well.
Waves generated in inland waterbodies
are generally due to the action of wind, and
hence maximum wave loads can act simultaneously with maximum wind loads. In
addition, the simultaneous actions of wind
and waves can lead to complex behaviour
of the floating system, which can only be

Mooring systems should allow minimal lateral
movement and rotation of the plant, while
allowing for variation in water level

determined if the wind and wave phenomena are simulated simultaneously.
Currents prevalent in reservoirs can
apply a lateral load or drag force on the
structure. Large submerged components
can also develop dynamic loads on the
structure due to vortex shedding caused
by the flow of water past a non-streamlined
body. The variation of current near the
surface and bed of water bodies can create
additional forces and combinations.
In addition to the loads listed above,
construction-related loads such as forces
applied on the system when the FSP is
tugged to the location of installation, and
accidental loads such as the impact of a
vessel onto the floating system or impact
on the system due to a loss of buoyancy
of random modular floats should also be
considered in the design.
FSP systems should be designed in a
way to perform adequately even under
the worst possible situation envisaged
during the design life of the project. This
is generally achieved by designing for
a combination of loads. Load combinations should consider the strength and
serviceability conditions of the system – the
design should be performed not only for
different load combinations, but also for
different configurations and boundary
conditions that the system can adopt. For
example, inclination angles of mooring
lines will change as the water level changes,
and hence should be designed for extreme
water levels (i.e. lowest and highest water
levels) as well as for intermediate water
levels. Similarly, boundary conditions
of the system during operation can be
different from the boundary conditions
during construction or maintenance phase.
Directional variations of loads should also
be considered in the design.

Materials and durability
Materials used in FSP system components
should be selected to satisfy the structural
and functional requirements for the entire
lifecycle. In addition, selected materials
should also satisfy requirements related to
degradation, environmental stress cracking,
UV stabilisation, exposure to water, salinity,
humidity, algae growth, toxicity, impact
on ecosystem biodiversity and end-of-life
recycling aspects.

Analysis and design
Credit: Seaflex

The analysis and design of any system is
an iterative process, where the effect of
external actions (loads) on the system
and the resultant response (reactions) are
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studied to provide a solution that satisfies the functional safety and durability
requirements. Being a relatively new field
of engineering, there are very limited
standards that can be directly used for
analysis and design of FSPs. However,
parallels can be drawn from several mature
and established fields such as offshore oil
& gas, offshore wind, coastal engineering,
onshore solar and so on.
FSPs can be subjected to several different loads which can also be dynamic in
nature. The different components within
floating systems will also interact with one
another. These characteristics of a floating
solar project make it a highly complex
system that is inherently nonlinear and
dynamic. The choice of method for analysis
and design will depend on the type of
structure, complexity of the system and
level of accuracy required.
Simplified methods such as equivalent
static analysis can be used to arrive at
approximate solutions for these complex
problems, but an effect such as vortex
shedding cannot be captured in these
methods. Advanced computer-aided
design techniques such as finite element
method (FEM) and computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) that use mathematical
models of the systems to simulate their
behaviour can give much more accurate
results. However, these methods are often
computation-, time- and cost-intensive.
FEM and CFD can also be used to
simulate complex phenomena such as
simultaneous interaction of wind and
waves with FSPs, which might not be
possible to simulate in a (scaled) model
testing due to physical constraints. (Scaled)
model tests such as atmospheric boundary
layer wind tunnel testing and wave pool
testing can be used to study the effect of
the structure under different wind and
wave flow regimes. They can provide very
accurate values for force coefficients and
dynamic behaviour when performed
adequately and coupled with modal
analysis and a dynamic sensitivity study.
The design of the components can also be
performed with the help of testing (design
assisted by testing) where the test results
are compared with design requirements
established using the methods described
above. These test results can also be used
to validate the results obtained from CFD
and FEM.

Installation & maintenance
As FSPs need to remain in operation as per
the specified time horizon for each project,

the study that the performance ratio varied
across different floating systems, and on
average the best performing floating
systems were similar to the rooftop reference system of the test bed. It was noted,
however, that the floating systems studied
had roughly 5-10% gain in performance
ratio compared to a typical rooftop system
installed in Singapore; though again it is
not suitable to make generic comparisons,
given the detailed aspects that contribute
to the performance of any given system.
The quantum of energy gain depends
upon the size of water body, type of
floaters used, system layout (extent of
coverage of the water surface), location
of the system on the water body, module
tilt angle and pitch distance between
module rows. The increase in generation
due to improvement in efficiency could
be offset by lower than optimal tilt angle
of the floaters, changes in orientation
due to movement of the floating system,
increased mismatch losses, soiling losses
depending on the location of the installation and system availability due to issues
with components, improper installation,
faults, response time, etc.
Mitigation of adverse effects is possible
through a properly conducted site survey,
design methodology and selection of
components suitable for the location and
application.


proper installation and maintenance is
required. The layout of the FSPs needs to
be such that it is easy to install components in a safe manner with minimal
impact on the environment. Care needs to
be taken to avoid permanent damage to
the land and environment during construction activities on the shore. Precautions
need to be taken to ensure the safety of
personnel and to avoid any incidents,
particularly considering the specialised
requirements for installation (e.g. divers
working underwater for a prolonged
time). Power plants should be designed
and installed taking into account ease of
maintenance, accessibility and replaceability of the components. End-of-life
disassembly and removal of the plant parts
should be possible with minimal impact on
the environment.

Energy simulations
It is necessary to assess the yield of FSPs,
to check the feasibility and profitability
of each project. There is a huge range
of energy gains reported up to 25%,
compared to ground-mount or rooftop
systems. Thus, it is necessary to understand
the water body and its thermal behaviour
along with the type of floating systems
used for realistic energy estimates for
FSPs. PV modules are rated at standard
test conditions, which is 1,000W/m2, 25⁰C
and air mass 1.5. The module generation
is reduced whenever the module surface
temperature is above 25⁰C and vice versa.
Due to cooler air temperature over water
surface during the day, this can lead to
lower temperature loss compared to a
ground-mount system.
In one study, the capacity utilisation
factor (CUF) of two floating plants of
100kW and 500kW installed in the same
reservoir as well as an overland PV system
of 1MW, which was 60km away, were
compared [3]. The gains in CUF reported
were 13.5% and 10.3% for the 100kW and
500kW systems, respectively. However, a
direct CUF comparison is not suitable here
as there would be different Global Horizontal Irradiation (GHI), different plane of
array gains due to difference in the diffuse
component, site specific shading loss and
different system losses for the two systems.
In another study conducted by the Solar
Energy Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS) [3], eight floating systems
were compared to one another, and an
additional system with a rooftop reference
system was installed on a building just next
to the water body. It was concluded from
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Crunching the numbers
on floating solar
Floating PV | A major new study

Credit: Lightsource BP

published by the World Bank has
underlined the scale of the opportunity
represented by floating solar systems,
but highlighted issues of cost,
bankability and regulation still
facing this emerging branch
of the solar industry. Sara
Verbruggen reports on
the first serious piece of
heavyweight analysis
of the prospects for
floating solar

F

loating solar has global potential, with
cumulative installations exceeding
1GW today, according to an upcoming
floating solar market report, ‘Where Sun
Meets Water’, written by the Solar Energy
Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS) at
the National University of Singapore and
published by the World Bank and the International Finance Corporation.
That said, investment costs are about
US$0.10 per watt higher for floating
solar projects, compared with equivalent
ground-mounted plants, providing opportunities for collaboration between the
solar industry and other sectors in order to
bring down costs and deliver large-scale
projects.

Demand outlook
According to the report,, a summary of
which was published in early November
as the first in a series planned by the
World Bank and SERIS, a conservative
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estimate puts floating solar’s overall global
potential, based on available man-made
water surfaces, in excess of 400GW. Since
the first floating PV system was built in
2007 in Aichi, Japan, the market has grown
with projects increasing in size and more
countries installing these types of renewable energy plants.
Around 500MW was installed in 2017
and 2018, much of it in China by making
use of flooded mine sites. Many floating
solar projects are being developed or
under feasibility studies in many different
parts of the world.
SERIS’ senior financial advisor Celine
Paton says: “If they all materialise, then
yes we could see such annual growth of
400-500MW taking place. However, the
development and realisation of these
projects also depends on many factors,
which are not always controlled by the
owners/developers: politics, environmental aspects, but also appetite from banks.

Floating solar
capacity now
exceeds 1GW
worldwide, but
has significantly
greater potential if issues
around cost and
bankability can
be surmounted

Therefore, this annual figure may not
materialise immediately in 2018 or 2019,
but is likely thereafter.”

Costs and project structuring
Calculated on a pre-tax basis, the levelised
cost of electricity (LCOE) for a generic
50MW floating PV system does not differ
significantly from that of a ground-mounted
system.
The higher initial capital expenditures
of the floating system are balanced by a
higher expected energy yield, from the
cooling effects of the close proximity of
cold water. This is conservatively estimated
at 5%, but potentially could be as high as
10-15% in hot climates.

Capital expenditure (capex)
The main difference in investment costs
when comparing floating PV with a
ground-mounted PV plant of similar size
is in the floating structure and the related
Join us in July in Singapore for
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Floating PV

Ground-Mounted PV

19%
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 Modules
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 Inverters
 Mounting System
 BOS

Credit World Bank/SERIS

18%

 Design, Construction, T&C

13%
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10%

Source: Authors’ compilation based on 2018 data received from industry. Notes: BOS = balance of system, T&C = testing and commissioning.

Figure 1: Floating versus ground-mounted 50MW PV investment cost breakdown (numbers indicative only)
numbers on the main average cost per
component for a hypothetical 50MW floating PV system on a freshwater reservoir,
based inland. In addition, the theoretical
site presents no particular complexity. For
instance, the maximum depth level is 10m
and there is minimal water level variation.
The cost component assumptions used
in the report’s chapter on cost analysis are
based on SERIS’ experience, investigations
and guidance from solar PV equipment
suppliers, engineering, procurement and
construction contractors and developers.
The authors stress the figures represent
estimations and need to be adjusted once
the design and location of a specific floating PV project is determined and as more
cost figures become available from the
completion of more and more large-scale
floating PV systems across the world.

UK—0.2 MW Sheeplands (2014)

A breakdown of the main capex cost
components assumed for a hypothetical
50MW solar PV installation, comparing
floating to ground-mounted systems, both
of which are fixed tilt, at the same location
is shown in Figure 1.
Standard module and inverter costs are
assumed identical for both technologies.
Mounting system, including floating structure, anchoring and mooring for floating
PV and BoP costs are significantly higher
for floating solar projects as opposed to
ground-mounted.
On a per watt-peak basis, industry
experience has shown that floating PV
capital expenditure to date tends to remain
US$0.10 higher than ground-mounted PV
projects under similar conditions.
Improved economies of scale and
competition between vendors will begin to
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anchoring and mooring system. These
are highly site-specific, according to the
report’s authors. At this early stage in the
market’s development, lack of experience
as well as available data makes it very
difficult to provide an “average” cost figure
with confidence.
Cables, a balance of plant (BoP) element
and cost for all types of PV installations,
differ for floating solar projects. Using
direct current (DC) – in some cases
submarine – electric cables with additional
insulation and shielding properties to
protect against moisture degradation,
potentially adds a premium to the capex
of a floating solar plant compared with a
ground-mounted PV system.
In capex cost modelling, the report’s
authors have tried to make reasonable
assumptions in terms of crunching the

Figure 2. Investment costs of floating PV in 2014–2018 (realised and auction results)
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Ground-mounted PV
(ﬁxed tilt)

Floating PV
(ﬁxed tilt)
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Credit: World Bank/SERIS

Electricity produced (first year), GWh
Increase in performance from ground-mounted ﬁxed tilt
LCOE (U.S. cents/kWh)

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: GWh = gigawatt-hour; kWh = kilowatt-hour; LCOE = levelized cost of electricity; MWp = megawatt-peak; PV = photovoltaic

Comparing the levelised cost of electricity from a 50MWp floating with that from a ground-based PV system
Business model

Ownership

Financing structure

≤5

Self-generation

Commercial and
industrial companies

Pure equity and/or corporate financing
(or “on balance sheet” financing). Owner
would typically be an energy-intensive
commercial or industrial company
with ponds, lakes, or reservoirs on its
premises and willing to install a floating
solar system for its own use.

>5

Power sold to the
grid

Independent power
producers and public
utilities

Mix of debt and equity (typically 80:20);
on balance sheet or non-recourse
project finance. The latter is still rare,
however, because such project finance
structures make sense only for projects
of a certain size (generally larger than
10 MWp). Future large projects will likely
have financing structures similar to
the ones used for utility-scale groundmounted PV projects.

Credit World Bank/SERIS

System size (MWp)

Source: Authors’ compilation.

Financing structure versus size of floating solar system

drive down float costs, lowering capex.
Module costs are a slightly smaller
proportion of overall investment costs
for a 50MW floating PV project, at 34%,
versus 40% for a 50MW ground-mounted
solar plant.
Design and construction costs and
inverter costs see little variation, though
are proportionally slightly less for a floating PV farm than for a ground-mount PV
installation.
Together, mounting system, which
include floats, and BoP costs are higher as
a proportion of capex for a floating solar
project, compared with a ground-mounted
one. For floating PV, BoP and mounting
system costs account for 39% of total
capex investment, compared with 29% for
ground-mounted PV.
Regionally floating PV capex varies
just as it does for ground-mounted PV,
market by market. As reflected in Figure
2, Japan remains a region with relatively
high system prices, while China and
India achieve much lower prices, a trend
reflected in these countries’ groundmounted and rooftop solar system prices,
in the context of the global average.
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Levelised cost of energy (LCOE)
Data from across the world shows that
floating PV systems have a higher energy
yield compared with ground-mounted PV
systems under similar conditions.
Irradiance level and ambient temperatures relating to the climate where a
project is located are an even more sensitive variable for calculating the energy
yield and, therefore, the LCOE of floating
solar plants.
Preliminary results show that in
hotter climates the energy yield gain of
a floating PV plant when compared to
ground-mounted technology is higher
than in temperate climates thanks to the
cooling effect on PV modules, improving
their efficiency.
However, the authors advise that more
studies should be done to verify this assertion and to more accurately quantify the
correlation between energy yield gains
and various climates.
In the report, representative ‘average’
P50 global horizontal irradiance and
performance ratio figures for groundmounted PV have been estimated for each
climate zone. The performance ratio (PR)

of floating PV systems under similar conditions is estimated to increase by 5% in
the conservative scenario and 10% in the
optimistic scenario.
In the conservative scenario (+5% PR),
the LCoE of a floating PV system is 8-9%
higher than the LCOE of a ground-mounted PV system. In the optimistic scenario
(+10% PR), the floating PV LCOE is only
3-4% higher than the LCOE of a groundmounted PV system.
In time, say the report’s authors, this
difference is likely to reduce, become
zero, or may even reverse with an
increasing installed base and anticipated
cost reductions for floating PV installations as volumes go up. The installed
capacity today is much smaller in relation
to ground-mounted PV systems across
the world.

Bankability
According to the report, from an investor’s
perspective, more traction needs to be
gained in terms of bankability of floating
solar systems, which will come over time,
when durability and reliability have been
proven in real-world installations.
In this early phase of the market, floating
solar PV plants are deemed to have more
risks than conventional land-based installations. They include a lack of experience
with long-term reliability of system components, particularly modules, cables and
inverters, under permanent high-humidity
conditions. Paton says: “This remains one of
the main barriers at this stage.”
According to the report’s authors, when
banks are considering investing in projects,
they are looking at the creditworthiness of
every counterparty. This will stand in the
favour of big, established solar developers
and EPC companies. In many cases these
types of businesses also have the funds for
on-balance sheet financing that characterises how projects have tended to be
financed and funded in the initial stages
of the conventional, land-based, solar PV
market’s development.
“That said, we are seeing a mix of
models at this stage, especially when
systems are not too large and funded
with equity or corporate – balance sheet
– financing, or a mix of both, from the
owner,” Paton says.
Traditional solar developers with experience of developing large rooftop and
ground-mounted PV projects are diversifying into floating PV. Examples include
Lightsource BP, Canadian Solar, Sunseap
and Cleantech Solar. Some of them are
Join us in July in Singapore for
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doing the EPC themselves or are outsourcing it to other companies.
According to Paton: “Most of the time
the company providing the float structure
will be involved in overall plant design, EPC
and operations and maintenance (O&M)
support; thereby ‘training’ the developer to
gain skills in floating PV. The float supplier
therefore has a key role to play in the
development and construction of these
plants.”
In certain jurisdictions float suppliers
are forming partnerships with developers,
such as Ciel & Terre, a French company that
has commercialised a floating PV mounting system and is working with developers
and EPCs in France, the UK, the US, Columbia and other markets.
The market has also provided opportunities for new developers, which are defining their business or service as a one-stop
shop floating PV solution provider. “This is
in the case of maritime companies looking
to bring their skills to floating offshore
solar projects in marine or nearshore
environments, which are more complicated to do than floating solar systems on
reservoirs,” Paton says.
According to the report, in order to
design, build, commission and operate
floating solar PV plants that are bankable
and are able to produce competitive, clean
electricity, collaboration is needed that
aims to bring together relevant skillsets
from a range of companies.
The adapted supply chain needed to
deliver floating solar will span developers and EPCs experienced at developing,
building and operating large-scale conventional solar plants, float manufacturers,
such as chemicals producers, companies
experienced in designing and developing
floats for maritime applications, providers
of mooring and anchoring equipment and
hydropower plant operators.

Market support
Policy and regulatory framework needs to
be adapted in some markets, the report
adds. “As an example, in certain jurisdictions like in the Netherlands, the ownership of an asset, in this case a floating solar
system, constructed above an immovable
site owned by another party, in this case,
a reservoir, can complicate how to enforce
certain lenders’ securities over the assets,”
says Paton.
On the other hand, floating solar
projects can pose fewer development
headaches, especially during the early
permitting stages.

Oliver Knight at the World Bank’s
Energy Sector Management Assistance
Programme (ESMAP) division says:
“Floating solar is more straightforward to
develop in many cases, since large bodies
of manmade water tend to be under
public or government ownership, such as
hydropower dam reservoirs, for example.
If you have one owner then the project
is simpler to develop rather than dealing

compensation rate adder. A renewable
energy certificate (REC) mechanism has
also been implemented in South Korea,
which favours floating solar over groundmounted plants. In countries in Southeast
Asia, such as Vietnam, floating PV projects
benefit from the same FiT as groundmounted PV, which was also the case in
Japan, though FiTs have been removed for
large projects.
What is needed, say the report’s authors,
are more empirical studies to determine
the exact advantages of floating PV
systems in various climates or how to
create beneficial hybrid business models,
with hydropower plants, for example.
“Floating PV is still a new application and there will be a need to address
it specifically through regulations and
policies, especially with regards to permitting, licensing and eventually minimum
quality standards,” says Paton.
Knight adds: “There may be a need for
enhanced monitoring for a country’s first
few floating solar projects, particularly in
terms of gathering evidence of the environmental impacts of such projects on fish and
other aquatic life. This would be a good
candidate for concessional or grant financing, for example using climate finance.”
As the market is at an early stage the
authors are cautious in their expectations.
However, in future, in some locations and
depending on the specifics of projects,
such as design complexity and floating
structure, the LCOE of floating PV installations could reduce to below that of
ground-mounted PV, making them the
cheapest form of solar generation.


“Floating solar is more straightforward to develop in many
cases, since large bodies
of manmade water tend to
be under public or government ownership. If you have
one owner then the project is
simpler rather than dealing with
several”
with several. In many cases the owners
want these assets to be used.”
Both Paton and Knight agree that
subsidy regimes for floating solar – though
they do exist in some markets – are not
usually necessary, as solar costs have
already come down significantly.
Countries with subsidies for the
technology include Taiwan, which has
a specific feed-in tariff (FiT), and the US,
where Massachusetts has a location-based

Hybrid approach – hydropower and floating solar
The potential for building solar farms on hydropower water bodies could have unique advantages
over other sites. Potentially capex costs could be streamlined as solar installations can piggyback on a
hydropower plant’s under-used grid connection.
Hybrid clean generation plants are being commercialised in all flavours, such as solar+wind,
solar+wind+storage, around the world. In the case of floating solar PV and hydropower, especially in
dry regions, the two resources are highly complementary. Installing solar can reduce over-reliance on
hydropower for electricity generation. “Hosting floating solar farms that feed into the same grid connection
means that in summer months solar takes care of demand for electricity that hydropower generation would
usually supply, preserving the water resource during dry seasons and spells,” says the World Bank’s Oliver
Knight.
Some hydropower resources have such large bodies of water that a solar array would only need to cover
1-2% to double their existing installed power capacity.
Some Asian countries are particularly interested in floating solar on hydropower reservoirs, including
Vietnam, which has a lot of dams but limited available land. “Myanmar has initiated a floating solar study
and there is similar interest in India also,” says Knight.
In West Africa, where ESMAP is funding a number of studies on solar, floating PV plants on hydropower
dams can bring different benefits as in many areas where grids are weak, hydro can firm up solar output,
according to Knight.
Countries with floating solar on hydropower resources projects include Indonesia, with 200MW under
development, Vietnam with 47.5MW under development, Thailand with a 45MW and 24MW project under
development, Brazil and India with large-scale projects in development. Lithuania has a pilot project
underway. According to SERIS there are likely to be others underway that they are not aware of.
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Offshore floating solar –
a technical perspective

Offshore PV | With floating solar on lakes and reservoirs well on the way to becoming a mainstream

concept, attention is now turning to the possibilities offered by offshore systems. Børge Bjørneklett
describes some of the pioneering R&D work being undertaken in the race to take solar to the open seas

O

ver recent years floating solar
has rapidly emerged as a
new frontier for photovoltaic
systems. In areas with limited space on
land, the possibility of floating solar
on lakes and reservoirs opens up vast
possibilities. The use of floating solar on
hydro power reservoirs is particularly
interesting. Here the grid infrastructure is
readily available and facilitates an interplay between solar and hydro power.
The potential energy in the reservoir can
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be utilised much better. The predictable
output from the water turbine fits well
with the inherent intermittency of solar
power. A floating solar system will also
limit evaporation from the reservoir.
Although this new hydro power and
solar hybrid market is huge by itself, the
application area is still limited on a global
basis, restricted to regions with favourable topology and water catchment.
In large power consumer areas as in
the big cities, rooftop solar is an attrac-

Ocean Sun pilot
system in the
fjord next to the
Osterøy island,
Norway. Offshore
PV offers further
opportunities in
the floating solar
segment

tive solution. The technique is well established over decades. The drawbacks are
more related to limited surface for large
installations, ownership and competition with other good initiatives such as
rooftop gardens or terraces. Rooftop PV
installations are also sometimes subject
to poor airflow, which causes relatively
high operating temperatures in the
modules and subsequently low yield.
Soiling by smog is another potential
problem in cities with high pollution.
Join us in July in Singapore for
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Most of the world’s mega cities are
located along the coast lines. Historically they evolved at trading centres
with good harbour conditions, in bays,
river deltas or in between archipelagos offering sheltered waters for the
trading ships. Despite today’s busy ship
lanes, recreation areas, aquaculture and
fisheries, huge surface areas in coastal
regions are virtually unused. If this
space can be exploited for floating solar
power, transmission of power to major
consumer groups is shorter than for most
land-based installations.
Arguably, the most attractive sites for
utility-sized PV plants have already been
taken. Ground-mount PV installations
on farmable land are controversial and
banned in many countries. Consequently, the search is widened to more
desolate areas further from the grid. The
penalty for remote power plants is poor
transmission infrastructure and consequent high costs for power delivery over
long distances. Hence, with the everincreasing manufacturing capacity and
high output of solar modules, installers
need to find new surfaces. A cost effective and reliable method for installing PV
on water bodies will create a new era for
solar power. Potentially, huge population
groups can be given access to abundant
renewable energy.
Offshore solar is in many ways different from offshore wind power. The best
conditions for wind power are found
some distance offshore in regions with
steady winds. The visual impact is strong
with turbines towering up to 200 meters
high, potentially interrupting scenic
ocean views. On the other hand, floating
solar is essentially flat and less invasive
since systems would drop below the
horizon at relatively shorter distances.
With near proximity to consumers the
transmission cost for solar power is a lot
cheaper than offshore wind power.
If various floating PV designs struggle
to achieve necessary bankability and
conformance to established standards,
the notion of offshore floating solar is
even more challenging. The larger waves
and saltwater add considerable technical
difficulties. Albeit the sound scepticism,
Ocean Sun has tested prototypes in
Norway and Singapore with satisfactory
results. It is absolutely within reach to
install large floating PV plants on seawater. The practical results from Ocean Sun’s
testing of the new patented concept
look promising.

The floater architecture
Figure 1.
Computer model
of floating torus
with surface
membrane

The PV industry is notoriously driven
by cost. Hence, to move to the water
surface, a successful floater design must
use minimal amount of material, have
good robustness and offer a protective
environment for the solar modules.
Attempting to address all parameters,
Ocean Sun designs floaters consisting of
thin reinforced membranes suspended
in a buoyant double torus structure.
The membrane is fully hydroelastic and
prevents breaking of waves underneath the structure. The effect is not
unlike the well-known phenomenon
of oil on troubled water. Historically,
the method was widely used among
seafarers to dampen rough waves during
rescue operations, or when navigating
treacherous straits in severe weather. A
reinforced polymer membrane spread
out on the water can achieve much
of the same effect. The sea is calmed
and only the regular waves, typically
with longer wavelengths travel across
the membrane. Such hydroelastic
membranes can be made large and can
serve as an ideal surface area for solar
modules. Practical experience has shown
that the floating membrane offers a good
and safe working environment for installers and the modules can be securely
attached at high speed. The hydroelastic
design is also found in nature among
aquatic plants relying on photosynthesis.
The giant water lily, Victoria Amazonica,
is a good example.
For most floating PV systems, the
buoyancy is distributed uniformly,
supporting one or several PV modules,
typically by using individual polymer
buoys that are interconnected, either
directly linked or via rails. This design
is flexible, but the motions are concentrated to the connections between the
individual buoys, making these points
vulnerable to stress, wear and fatigue.

When dealing with strong current,
at sea, on rivers or on hydroelectric
reservoirs, it is favourable to position the
buoyancy at the perimeter of the floater.
Otherwise, the system is more easily
dragged under by the mooring arrangement in strong currents. In the Ocean
Sun design, the dual torus provides
buoyancy and the interior membrane
serves as the installation surface for the
modules.
The principle has been tested in the
basin laboratory at the Marine Technology Centre in Trondheim, Norway. The
sea-keeping capabilities were tested for
a range of wave conditions using a 1:16
model of a 2,000 sqm membrane. Due
to the high flexibility, the membrane
easily follows even several meters high
waves and dampens out irregular wave
motion. The design limitations for the
model were found at the freeboard,
which must prevent intrusion of irregular
waves washing over the system. A
relatively large freeboard is necessary in
big waves and a porous structure must
be designed to prevent high slamming
forces. However, without further design
modification, the model worked well
for a significant wave height up to 1.5
meters. Statistically, in this sea state
individual waves may reach a height of
about 3 meters.
The mooring system is derived from
fish farming and follows the rather stringent NS9415 standard. This standard has
been developed to prevent ecological
disasters following mechanical failure
and the potential escape of up to
200,000 salmon from a single fish cage.
For a floating torus with a fish cage, the
mass and particularly the drag forces are
significantly higher than for the floating
solar installation with only the surface
membrane. In a hydrodynamic analysis
of the floating solar installation, the
mooring forces were found to be only a
Join us in July in Singapore for
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fraction of the forces acting on a torus
equipped with a fish cage. Further work
on hydrodynamic modelling, using the
finite element method, has been initiated
to downsize the system optimally for FPV
in more benign waters. Careful material
selection of durable polymers with good
UV and hydrolysis resistance is crucial for
the robustness and longevity.
In many regions, strong winds represent a major challenge for floating solar,
particularly in the typhoon belt where
wind speeds can approach 300km/h.
Cases have been reported where floating
solar arrays have been partially damaged
in typhoons, e.g. at the Umenoki
Furugori Water Reservoir, Japan, where
152 modules were damaged in 2016.
In a computational fluid dynamic
model, the Ocean Sun design was
simulated with a wind speed of 275km/h.
At a strong wind force, the leading edge
of the floater experiences uplift while
the trailing edge is pressed downwards.
The forces are primarily generated by
the wind load on the freeboard and the
exposed torus over the waterline. It is,
however, relatively easy to account for
the uplift in the ballast and mooring
arrangement. A certain draft must be
maintained at the rim of the floater to
prevent air from entering under the
membrane. Due to the rotational behaviour of typhoons, the wind successively
attacks from all directions and the circular floater geometry is then ideal with no
weak broadsides or vulnerable corners.

Figure 2: Laboratory basin model

Figure 3. Fish farm outside
Singapore with floating
solar installations

Module integrity
In the basin test (Figure 2), the
membrane was equipped with 740
modules modelled to scale in the form of
thin aluminium shims. Several modules
were instrumented with strain gauges
to measure the deflection. The stiffness
of the modules was scaled to match
the stiffness of the common dual-glass
60-cell utility module. The degree of
deflection is important for the mechanical integrity of the modules and the
potential hazard of micro-fracturing of
solar cells. The micro-cracking phenomenon is typically characterised under
electroluminescence of solar modules
and can be a major contributor to
reduced power output over time, as
fractions of cells eventually become
isolated. Micro-cracking of cells may
occur due to strong wind, snow load
or e.g. careless stepping on the front
glass on frame mounted modules. In
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the basin laboratory tests, the modules
showed small deflections on the floating
membrane and significantly less than the
deflection that can be observed during
e.g. wind load testing according to IEC
61215. The maximum up-scaled stress
value in the modules for the steepest
wave travelling across the membrane
was much less than the bending stress
limit calculated from the standard
wind load test. The stress distribution
in modules lying flat on the flexible
membrane is fundamentally different,
and less critical than the stress concentrations that can occur with typical fourpoint clamping fixation on conventional
rails.
Another degradation mechanism in
solar modules is the thermally induced
stress caused by temperature fluctuations between day and night. The metallic busbars soldered onto the solar cells
have a high coefficient of linear thermal
expansion while the silicon material itself
is more thermally stable. When subjected
to high temperature differences this
cause a sheer force between busbar
and the cell, potentially adding to the
micro-cracking. This problem is avoided
in the Ocean Sun design since the solar
modules are thermally connected to the
membrane and the water body itself,
resulting in small temperature variation
between day and night in the module.
Water will accumulate on the surface
of the membrane during rain. The water
is removed by small bilge pumps that
are placed in shallow recesses, evenly
distributed around the surface of the
membrane. In very heavy rain the
modules can be partially submerged for
short periods and the dual glass type
module offers good resistance to water
ingress. Additional water ingress protection and measures against PID can be
achieved with e.g. butyl rubber lining or
other sealants along the module edges
protecting the exposed EVA. The environment is not necessarily more challenging than for example rooftop modules
covered by ice and snow. Junction boxes
should be IP68.

Module performance

Figure 4. IR image of water
cooled modules compared
to air cooled modules

An important aspect of the Ocean Sun
concept is the thermal coupling to the
water that gives a significant contribution to the electrical performance of the
modules. The floating membrane acts as
Join us in July in Singapore for
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an efficient heat sink and several tests
have shown that the module operating temperature only reaches a few
degrees Celsius higher than the water
temperature. For crystalline silicon solar
modules, the temperature coefficient is
typically around 0.4% per degree Celsius.
In a pilot installation outside Singapore,
the air-cooled modules reach well over
600C on an average day, while the direct
water-cooled modules sitting on the
membrane operate at 350C, only a few
degrees over the water temperature of
320C. See Figures 3 and 4. The difference
of around 25 degrees means that direct
cooling gives roughly 10% higher output
compared to modules in conventional
air-cooled floating PV systems.
In the lower latitudes, the effect of the
direct water-cooling contributes more
than having the perfect module inclination. At higher latitudes, the loss caused
by the horizontal orientation becomes
more pronounced. The pivot-point is not
simply given by latitude but also involves
insolation, water temperature, wind
speed, ambient air temperature and to
some extent water current. In practice,
floating solar installations with steep
module inclination face other problems
with expensive structural design, limited
wind resistance and shading effects
between modules causing inefficient
utilisation of the floater space.

Figure 5. Off-grid
installation
powering a large
fish farm at the
west coast of
Norway

the floater combined with the increased
yield obtained by stable and effective
cooling is difficult to ignore.
New floating solutions will rock the
boat in the established PV industry,

Figure 5).

and the prospect of supplying cheap
renewable energy to coastal regions will
drive development of new standards and
certificates, eventually creating a fundament for bankable systems. Meanwhile,
the pioneers in the FPV industry are
prepared to take initial higher risk.


Commercialisation

Pilot installations
Ocean Sun has tested the concept of
floating membranes in several installations. System size has ranged from a few
modules tested in swimming pools and
up to a 100kWp installation in the sea
outside Bergen, Norway. The first moored
installation was positioned in the fjord
next to Osterøy island in Norway (see
main image). The floater has been in
operation for 1.5 years and has been
subjected to several storms, precipitation
of up to 110mm in one day, minus 100C

pellets for salmon or trout. The fish only
eat during daylight and consequently
the energy demand fits well with solar
power. An off-grid 2,000sqm floater was
installed next to the main barge (see

Figure 6. Illustration of a 1MW
floater with a
diameter of 100
meters

Ocean Sun has plans for even larger
units in the MW range (see Figure 6), and
multiple units will form large solar power
plants. However, floating solar power
has a long way to go before reaching the
technical maturity of the ground mount
installation. Competing floater designs
make standardisation and certification
more complex and the marine environment places new demands on the solar
modules.
Introducing the flexible membrane
as a mounting surface for the standard
dual- glass module is highly unconventional. Still, the principle offers a sound
thermal and mechanical environment
which in many aspects is better than
traditional installations. The low cost of

Author
Børge Bjørneklett is cofounder of Ocean Sun and
the inventor of a new floating solar concept. Børge
has experience with R&D
from the automotive (Norsk Hydro),
solar (REC Solar) and offshore O&G
(Aker) industries. Børge has a doctorate
degree in materials science from NTNU.
He has authored 10 patents.

with ice on the fjord and heavy snow fall.
While Norway offers varied conditions for testing the seaworthiness and
mechanical integrity of floating solar
system designs the insolation is moderate and very limited during the winter.
To better demonstrate the cooling effect
through the membrane, a system was
installed close to equator in Singapore.
Several large fish farms in Norway
obtain power from diesel generators.
Energy consumption is mainly driven by
pneumatic feeding systems delivering
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Investigating the impacts of
floating solar on the water
environment
Floating PV | Despite the growing popularity of floating solar installations, relatively little is known

about their environmental impacts on water bodies. Ian Jones and Alona Armstrong are leading a
research progamme to understand more about how the environmental benefits of floating PV can
be harnessed and the downsides minimised
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W

e are aware that as energy
needs escalate alongside
the simultaneous pressure
to de-carbonise supply, the world has
increasingly been exploring alternative means of low carbon electricity
production. This has led to fast-paced
deployment of solar photovoltaics (PV),
a large proportion of which has been
ground-mounted. Land, however, is useful
for many things, so ground-mounted
PV systems need to compete against
economic gains which could be generated
by other land-uses. The Far Niente Winery
in California, for example, realised that
deploying solar panels on their land would
displace vines, resulting in a revenue loss
of US$150,000 annually [1]. They hit on
the idea that the pond on their land was
a fallow area of no use for growing vines,
but which could, nevertheless, be used for
electricity production by using floating
solar panels.
Thus, the first commercial ‘floatovoltaic’
array was deployed. From this expedient
beginning floatovoltaic deployments
have gathered pace across the world.
Capacity doubled from 2016 to 2017, and
now exceeds 198MW world-wide, with
individual installation capacities of up to
tens of MW [2]. Floatovoltaics have been
deployed in several countries, not only
in sunny locations such as arid California,
but also in temperate regions such as
the cloudy, drizzle-soaked, north-west of
England.
The deployment of a floatovoltaic system in the north-west of England
stimulated us, scientists at Lancaster
University and at the Centre for Ecology
& Hydrology, to think whether there were
other impacts to floatovoltaics beyond the
direct benefits of low carbon energy provi-

sion and averted land-use change. In terms
of energy system benefits, judicious siting
of deployments can enable electricity
production to be co-located with demand,
such as at reservoir water treatment plants.
Similarly, co-locating on hydroelectric
power reservoirs would enable the use
of the same grid connection, potentially
enabling a better power curve [3, 4]. There
are efficiency benefits to floating PV panels
on water too, as the cooler environment
of the water surface increases electricity
production [3]. What, though, would the
impacts be on the water body itself?
Understanding any beneficial or
detrimental environmental impacts is
crucial as water bodies are vital ecosystems and provide many essential goods,
for example drinking water, and services,
such as playing a role in the global carbon
cycle, on which societies rely for their
financial prosperity and wellbeing. Placing
floatovoltaics on water bodies may alter
fundamental physical, chemical and

Research is
underway to
understand
more about the
positive and
negative environmental impacts of
floating PV

biological properties and processes. Installation, for example, effectively puts a lid on
the water body and will, therefore, inhibit
evaporation of the water, making floatovoltaics particularly attractive in regions of
restricted water availability. Other effects
could include changes to water temperature, nutrient concentrations and algal
populations.
The significant uncertainty associated
with the likelihood and extent of beneficial
and detrimental water quality effects
gives pause for thought, lest an unwanted
impact proves more economically or
environmentally costly than the benefits
gained. A full understanding of the
ramifications of deployment on the water
body could, though, enable promotion
of a range of costless additional benefits.
Currently, little research has been carried
out on the impact of floatovoltaics to the
water environment, prompting the need
for researchers, regulators and industry to
collaborate to develop industry standards
Join us in July in Singapore for
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ensuring deployments lead to additional
gains and not losses.

Why are water bodies important?
Water bodies – lakes, ponds and reservoirs
– are hugely interesting, ever-changing
parts of our planet, with every one unique.
For many people, a water body is just a
water body; a feature in the landscape.
Water bodies are, though, much, much
more, providing public goods and services
with resulting economic benefits. They
provide drinking water, a fundamental
need for our existence. In many places
fisheries on water bodies are key sources
of food. Some water bodies are used for
electricity or heat production through
hydroelectric schemes or heat pumps.
Others contribute to flood control. Many
are go-to places for recreation and have
considerable economic potential to the
tourist industry. They are inspirations
for swathes of artists and poets such as
Wordsworth and Coleridge who drew on
the natural beauty of the English Lake
District to create lasting pieces of verse.
They are a source of biodiversity containing countless types of fish, macroinvertebrates, zooplankton, phytoplankton,
macrophytes, bacteria and more. A lesser
known service that water bodies supply,
of particular relevance to those interested
in low carbon electricity production,
is climate change regulation through
processing of the carbon which enters a
lake from inflowing streams or from the
atmosphere. In order for this vast array of
benefits from water bodies to be realised it
is of critical importance that we understand the changes that the deployment of
floatovoltaics could impose on our water
bodies.

Will floatovoltaics be good or bad
for the water environment?
Simply put, we do not know, but we do
need to know. The technology is so recent
and the deployments so new that very
little research work has been carried out.
That said, research starts with theory and it
is possible to hypothesise how floatovoltaics might influence the functioning of
the water body and the benefits that it
provides to society (Figure 1). As a water
body is heavily influenced by the weather
at the surface we can be confident that
interfering with the air-water interface (as
deploying a floatovoltaic would do) will
have a large impact on the water body,
and the greater the proportion of surface
covered, the greater the influence.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the range of impacts floatovoltaics may have on the water body. Figure
courtesy of Giles Exley, PhD student at Lancaster University and the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology

Understanding effects of floatovoltaics on water temperature, stratification,
oxygen content and sunlight receipts
is fundamental in determining the
impacts on key environmental aspects
such as water quality, species diversity
and nutrient status. Water temperature,
which affects the rate of many important
chemical and biological processes, is
determined by several surface processes
by which water bodies are heated and
cooled. These processes are surprisingly
complex, each varying differently through
the day, through the seasons and with the
location of the water body. Wind speed, air
temperature, humidity and cloud cover all
play a role. We would, though, expect that
the presence of floatovoltaics will generally
reduce water body temperature, primarily
by reducing the heating effect of the sun.
This will slow the rate of many fundamental water body processes, such as productivity. To corroborate this and to determine
the conditions in which this does or does
not occur and the scale of effect, requires
data collection and scientific analysis.
During colder periods of the year it is
common for water bodies to have the
same temperature throughout, enabling
the water to freely circulate from top to
bottom under the influence of the wind.
For some water bodies, though, summertime heating leads to water nearer the

surface warming substantially whilst the
bottom waters remain cool, the accompanying density difference inhibiting
vertical mixing of water. Arguably the
extent to which this stratification occurs
is even more important to the water body
environment than the temperature itself.
The depth of stratification, the strength of
the variation in temperature with depth,
and the duration of the stratification
all significantly impact the way a water
body functions. While the likely impact of
floatovoltaics is to reduce the heat coming
into a water body, and thereby make
stratification less likely, the expected effect
on the wind is to reduce mixing, making
stratification more likely. Consequently, it
is difficult a priori to unpick the net impact
of floatovoltaics on stratification. Almost
certainly the answer will also depend on
other factors, such as where the water
body is located, the size of the water
body, and the percentage of floatovoltaic
coverage on the water body, as all these
influences will shift the odds for or against
stratification becoming more or less likely.
When a water body stratifies, the top
and bottom become very different as
nutrients, microscopic algae, and gases,
such as oxygen, can no longer be mixed.
Oxygen plays a crucial role in the water
body, entering from the atmosphere or
through photosynthesis from algae and
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other aquatic plants near the surface
and being consumed by biological and
chemical activity. From an anthropogenic
viewpoint, oxygen is good: the more of it
that gets into the deep waters of a water
body the better. Without oxygen, fish
habitats will shrink, nutrients and heavy
metals will be released from the bed
sediment and more of the potent greenhouse gas, methane, will be produced.
If floatovoltaic deployment leads to an
increase in stratification and a reduction
in oxygen at depth, the environmental
consequences could be severe and costly.
Conversely, if natural stratification is
reduced, then floatovoltaics could provide
the happy side-effect of offsetting some
of the predicted unfavourable impacts of
global warming on water bodies.
A further, predictable consequence of
capping a reservoir with floatovoltaics will
be the reduction in the wavelengths of
sunlight which aquatic plants use to grow,
particularly the microscopic phytoplankton which form the base of the food-web.
If the primary concern is producing
clear, clean water this could be a positive
impact, but if there was more interest in
food supply or biodiversity this could be a
negative impact.
More subtly, but no less important,
would be the different impact on the
many varied types of phytoplankton.
Typically toxic cyanobacteria thrive in
warm, sunlit waters, so floatovoltaic
deployment could be a neat way of reducing this costly environmental problem.
Other types of phytoplankton, such as
silica-rich diatoms, however, thrive in
lower light and the associated cooler and
well-mixed waters. Many of these diatoms
are noted for their filamentous structure,
useful for absorbing dwindling light but
also capable of clogging up filters used on
reservoir intakes, adding substantial costs
to treatment. Currently, we do not know
how floatovoltaic deployment would
impact the phytoplankton community, so
whether the costs of maintaining water
quality after deployment, either through
treatment processes or reservoir management, would go up or down remains an
unknown. Where they are deployed and
which designs are chosen will likely influence the net outcome on water quality
and treatment costs as well as which
water quality management strategies are
most appropriate.
Floatovoltaics may alter the chemical
composition of the water as sunlight can
break down compounds such as dissolved

organic carbon (DOC), a key concern for
some water companies. By reducing the
sunlight reaching the water, floatovoltaics
may, therefore, inhibit a free service, with
implications for water treatability and
cost. Intriguingly, water bodies also play a
part in the global carbon cycle and there
are several ways in which floatovoltaics
could impact how much carbon the water
body stores and releases. Deployments
may therefore alter the extent the water
body contributes to, or mitigates, climate
change. If floatovoltaic deployment can
be undertaken in a way which leads to
increases in water body storage of carbon
rather than release, this would increase
their appeal over other means of PV
deployment.

taic deployment impacts water bodies
should be seen as a boon. The range of
possible positive and negative environmental impacts means that there is much
potential for optimising deployments for
additive environmental benefits. Situations which could have net uneconomic
or unpleasant environmental consequences can be avoided while those
replete with additional environmental
benefits can be identified. The key to
unlocking this potential is the understanding which scientific research can
provide; research which will have global
relevance given the increasing number of
countries investing in floatovoltaics.
The joint pressures of increasing energy
usage, increasing pressure on land and
the need to mitigate climate change
are driving the desire for inventive and
environmentally friendly solutions to
electricity production to be found. Stakeholders in the community now have the
opportunity to demonstrate how floatovoltaics can be one of these solutions.
Researchers, regulators and industry share
a common goal of developing industry
standards which maximise the additional
benefits of floatovoltaic deployment. The
beauty or ugliness of floatovoltaics is all in
the eye of the beholder, but whether they
are good or bad for the water environment is within our gift to determine.


How can the full environmental benefits of floatovoltaics be
realised?
There remains enormous scope for choice
in the deployment of floatovoltaics. How
can they be deployed in a way which
maximises the myriad potential benefits
to the water body while simultaneously
removing or minimising any disadvantages? How much of a water body should
be covered? Where on the water body
should they be put? What size of water
body should they be deployed on? Which
geographical locations are best? How
should the floats and the PV panels be
designed for maximum environmental
benefit?
Questions such as these were raised
at a recent floatovoltaic stakeholder
workshop, and are the focus of preliminary research at Lancaster University and
at the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology
(Figure 1). Answering these questions is
the key to understanding how floatovoltaics can be best deployed to increase
any beneficial impacts and reduce any
detrimental impacts. Demonstrating
robust additional benefits beyond low
carbon electricity provision will enhance
opportunities and support business cases.
Fortunately, although the deployment
of floatovoltaics is new, scientists have
been studying water bodies for years
and have developed numerous tools
which will aid answering these questions.
These range from the ability to deploy
automated in situ sensors collecting data
on unprecedented scales, to the development of computer models capable of
simulating the water body environment.
The vast array of factors which are
likely to affect exactly how floatovol-
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Easing the risks of
battery investment
Battery performance | As the building blocks

Credit: NY-BEST

of energy storage systems, batteries have
a key role in influencing system design and
economics. Davion Hill of DNV GL explores the
importance of testing the performance of individual
battery cells in minimising the exposure of battery buyers to
technical risks

E

nergy storage deployments are
growing, with markets opening
across the globe. These markets are
recognising the value of storing energy
at one point in time and dispatching it
later. This is especially true in markets
where solar energy is increasingly part
of the grid and, due to its intermittent
nature, can be disruptive. On a short time
scale, storage can provide frequency
regulation to balance the grid. But on
long time scales it has a larger role,
providing peaking capacity that can
defer other more expensive investments
such as distribution, transmission, or

generation upgrades.
Both storage and solar have experienced significant declines in price over
the last decade. Many markets are
now observing that capacity bids from
renewables are undercutting conventional fossil and nuclear generation. Not
long ago it was thought that renewable
energy was too expensive, and now fossil
energy is too expensive.
Together, solar and storage are
uniquely suited to provide energy to
the grid and replace the function of gas
generation plants. With tangibly lower
capital costs, compared to just a few

Testing battery
cells is a key
aspect of technical due diligence

years ago, and no fuel cost over the life
of the project, solar now offers a cost
of energy that undercuts conventional
energy. When coupled with storage, this
energy can be dispatched at targeted
times, and the instant response rate of
the battery enables the entire plant to be
flexibly designed for energy, capacity, or
ancillary markets.
The energy storage market has slowly
become dominated by now-incumbent
Li-ion batteries based on nickel cobalt
manganese (NCM)/nickel cobalt
aluminum (NCA) chemistries. Today,
these batteries have achieved low cost
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ered for any project. A risk-based evaluation of replacement should be part of any
solar + storage pro-forma. The probability of replacement is dependent on the
project throughput and the conditions
related to its operation.
The four main factors that contribute
to battery degradation are:
1. temperature at which the battery
operates
2. currents which the battery experiences
3. average state of charge (SOC) the
battery experiences, and
4. SOC “swing”, or the interval of the SOC
where the battery spends most of
its time. The factors in #3 and #4 are
related.

Figure 1. Li-ion batteries have achieved low cost and increasing energy density through simple and persistent engineering optimisation
and increasing energy density—not
by leap-frogging their competition
with technological breakthroughs, but
with simple and persistent engineering optimisation of their production
methods, tooling, speeds and efficiency
(Figure 1).
At the present rate, NCM/NCA Li-ion
batteries will achieve US$100/kWh at
the DC level before 2030 and will likely
achieve 300Wh/kg. These rates appear
linear; if greater compounding occurs,
these metrics will be met much earlier.
The main driver for this advancement is
the increasing volumes of production
driven by the automotive sector.

What to consider for storage
There are a number of considerations
required when designing energy storage
systems. The power and duration of the
battery are determined by its purpose in
the project. The purpose in the project
is determined by the economic value.
The economic value is determined by
the market in which it will participate.
That market ultimately determines
how the battery will dispatch—what
power, charge or discharge and for how
long. The power and duration not only
determine the capital cost, but also the
lifetime.
In some markets, the storage system
will get paid to charge and discharge. In
others, it will just get paid to discharge,
and the charging cost is a cost of doing
business. The number of opportunities

to charge and the rate of charge may
be different from the discharge. For
example, in a utility-scale solar + storage
scenario, or in a behind-the-meter application with solar, the battery is creating
value by charging while the solar is
active, such that it qualifies its portion
of the capital cost for the investment
tax credit (ITC). This concept of storage
getting “paid” to charge has nuanced
differences from the way storage would
get paid to charge for frequency regulation in a regional transmission organisation (RTO), like PJM, for example. In
the ITC instance, the storage increased
the tax equity value of the project and
therefore the internal rate of return
for the owner. In the PJM instance, the
storage is getting paid for both charging
and discharging and its compensation is
therefore proportional to its throughput.
It may seem counterintuitive to state
that the power and duration of the
battery determines its lifetime. The intertwining factors in power, duration, and
lifetime are what makes energy storage
different than any other energy technology. At its core, the battery system is
an electrochemical device. Like PV, its
materials degrade over time, diminishing performance. PV panels lose power
output and efficiency. Batteries lose their
ability to store energy. While PV systems
can be expected to last 20-25 years,
energy storage systems typically last only
10-15 years.
Replacement cost should be consid-

There are two tactics to manage
battery life in the project. If the project
revenue can support it, the battery size
can be minimised and a planned future
replacement cost can be built into the
pro-forma. There are many markets
where the revenue of the project can
support a future replacement cost. It is
usually the case that the estimation of
future replacement cost includes a price
reduction going into the future consistent with what has been witnessed in the
last 10 years of the market. The second
tactic is to oversize the battery such that
its overall current (or C-rate, defined
simplistically as charges or discharges
per hour) is minimised by paralleling
batteries. Lower currents tend to produce
lower temperatures due to the exothermic nature of charging and discharging.
Having excess usable energy in the
battery system, and using less of this
energy overall, reduces the throughput
of the battery and makes it live longer.
Throughput is a key term. The legacy
of the automotive industry has encouraged the use of “cycles” as a measurement of lifetime. In stationary storage
applications, a battery system is more
likely to experience partial cycles, or a
series of partial charges and discharges,
each of which do not fully consume
the available battery energy. The sum
of the partial operations may be equal
to less than one cycle per day, or they
may exceed that metric, depending on
the market. This throughput should be
assessed to determine how long the
battery may live.

Storage lifetime and validation
Testing the energy storage system
requires two elements. First, testing at
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the cell level is critical to evaluating
system lifetime. Testing at the cell level
uncovers the strengths and weaknesses
of the cell, and helps inform an owner
about how the cell should have been
integrated into the system, and whether
the integration practices were adequate.

The importance of battery testing

a total of 10W. This increases system life
by reducing the current (and therefore
the throughput) per cell, but it also leads
to twice as many cells which increases
the cost. This is the overbuild scenario
discussed previously. In either configuration, individual cells can be monitored

DNV GL tests battery cells and ranks
them in its annual Battery Performance
Scorecard, which provides independent
data to battery system buyers. The Scorecard demonstrates how battery cells
respond to the four categories of abuse:
temperature, current, average SOC and
SOC swing.
This testing compares battery performance against its series-parallel architecture, the system limits, the charge/
discharge behaviour in the market, and
the market functions, and determines if
the warranty is valid. This unique service
independently verifies whether the
manufacturer responsibly and correctly
estimated their warranty such that the
owner can make an educated assessment of its exposure to technical risk.
This validation is one of several
required in technical due diligence. The
other factors of assuring that the project
is built and designed as intended, on
schedule, on budget, and with reasonable guarantees and appropriate equipment, are common to technical due
diligence processes across the energy
sector.


“The testing compares battery performance
against its series-parallel architecture, the
system limits, the charge/discharge behaviour in the market, and the market functions.
This unique service independently verifies
whether the manufacturer responsibly and
correctly estimated their warranty”

It helps to understand the implications of system design by imagining
series and parallel battery cell configurations. Battery cells in series are voltageadditive, meaning that a “system” with
several batteries in series will have a
system voltage equal to the battery
voltage multiplied by the number of
batteries. Highly serialised architectures
have cost advantages; however, they
also have some disadvantages. When
in series, the cell current is the same as
the system current. For example, if a
cell has a maximum voltage of 1V and
a maximum current of 1A, a string of 10
cells will have a max voltage of 10V but
still only a max current of 1A, for a total
power of 10V*1A = 10W. When strung
together in series, battery systems have
voltage monitoring challenges. To reduce
cost, the entire string of series cells may
be monitored for voltage, but this bulk
monitoring will obscure whether a single
cell is drifting out of specification.
On the other hand, battery cells in
parallel are current-additive, meaning
that a system with parallel battery cells
will have a system voltage equal to the
battery voltage, but a system current
equal to the battery current multiplied
times the number of batteries in parallel. For example, if the same 1V 1A cell
is considered, the same 10W power
is required, two cells can be wired in
parallel to decrease the current per cell
by half for the same total current per
cell pair of 1A, and then 10 pairs can be
stacked in series to achieve 10V at 1A for

for voltage, current and temperature,
but this is more common in the parallel
configuration.
This series-parallel distinction is
important when the battery capacity
guarantee or warranty is considered. The
following factors flow down through
a hierarchy that ultimately influences
battery life: market function  charge/
discharge behaviour  system limits 
cell series-parallel architecture. Therefore, the nameplate capacity, which is
what the system can do after the system
architecture and system limit layers, is
not indicative of how much overbuild
may be in the system. The overbuild is
important for warranty considerations, as
it determines the current at the battery
cell, the battery cell temperatures, which
SOC ranges the battery cells dwell in, and
therefore, whether they are designed to
exist inside or outside abusive conditions.
System testing is complementary for
battery cell testing and is often more
applicable to project requirements that
certify that the system is operational
and meeting its contractual obligations.
Manufacturers often have factory or field
commissioning test protocols that verify
the function of systems and subsystems,
but they may not adequately address the
risk of system performance over project
life. A common area of discussion around
field commissioning is the conditions for
the capacity test, and whether they are
relevant to the actual market in which
the system ultimately participates.

DNV GL’s 2018 Battery Performance Scorecard can be downloaded at www.dnvgl.
com/BatteryScorecard. The 2019 report will
be published later this year.
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Fixed-tilt versus singleaxis tracker arrays in India
Trackers | India has become the the world’s second largest market for trackers as it chases its

ambition of installing 100GW of solar by 2022. Geoffrey S. Kinsey, Madhusudan Partani, Mukund
Kulkarni, Brijit Shetty, Rubin Sidhu and Jie Zhang report on efforts to better understand the
performance benefits of trackers over fixed-tilt mountings

F

or ground-mounted PV systems, the
path to higher generation and availability is paved with trackers. To deliver
a higher return on investment as well, the
additional generation revenues from trackers need to more than offset the higher
costs in equipment, installation and operations and maintenance (O&M). Estimates
vary, so uncertainty in these variable costs
increases the risks of investment and slows
deployment.
Nowhere is understanding the cost/
benefit tradeoffs more critical than in India,
with over 20GW of PV installed and now the
world’s number two market for trackers [1].
Precise data on the performance from fixed
racks versus trackers is, however, somewhat
elusive. At one plant in southern India,
trackers co-located with fixed-rack arrays
have shown enhanced energy yield of more
than 15%.
The 25MW plant shown in the main
image was commissioned in 2016 with
approximately eighty thousand Hareon
Solar 72-cell multi crystalline silicon
modules, connected to 31 inverters of about
800kW each, four of which convert energy
for the tracker block located in the center of
the site. The single-axis trackers are aligned
horizontally on a north-south axis; the fixedtilt arrays are south-facing to within a few
degrees of the local latitude (15.6°).

Looking north at
22MW of fixedtilt and 3MW of
tracker arrays in
Andhra Pradesh,
India

Performance
The power output of the fixed-tilt and
tracker arrays is compared in Figure 2. As
seasonal variation follows the symmetries
of the annual solar cycle, data is grouped
by “solar season”, where seasons 1 and 3
are centred on the vernal and autumnal
equinoxes and seasons 2 and 4 are centred
on the summer and winter solstices,

respectively. Seasons 2 and 3 are characterised by higher peak power outputs and,
for the tracker arrays, occasional inverter
clipping. Seasons 1 and 4 present lower
peak powers, but also less variability due
to clouds, since India’s monsoon typically
runs from May to September. Around the
winter solstice (season 4), the modules
mounted horizontally on trackers obtain
peak powers below that of the modules
tilted southward. Year-round, the squarer
shoulders of the tracker output indicate
more consistent grid support throughout
daylight hours.
The daily plane-of-array irradiation for
the fixed-tilt and tracker arrays was used
to calculate the “measured” performance
ratios in Figure 3. The “expected” performance ratio for the tracker arrays uses the
rated module powers and measured site
conditions: daily plane-of-array irradiation and the irradiance-weighted module

Figure 2. Seasonal variation in AC power output (five-minute mean values)
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Figure 6. Array
DC efficiency
as a function of
temperature (fiveminute intervals,
E>400W/m2). The
line illustrates the
power temperature coefficient
of -0.41%/°C
specified for these
modules [6]

Figure 3. Daily measured DC performance ratios compared
against that expected from the tracker plane-of-array irradiance and the irradiance-weighted module temperature

Figure 4. Comparison of the DC energy yield. The tracker yield
peaks in May, just before the monsoon. The ratio is currently
1.16

Figure 5. Daily module and ambient temperatures: maxima
and irradiance-weighted means

temperature. A lumped de-rate factor of
12% was applied to account for various
losses for arrays in field operation. Typical
component losses (and representative
values) include: light-induced degradation (2-5%, in year one), annual degradation (<1%), soiling (2-4%), shading (2-8%),
module-level (1%) and string-level (<1%)
mismatch, and ohmic cabling losses
(1-2%).
The “annualised” cumulative energy
yield shown in Figure 4 is obtained by
dividing the cumulative generation by
the rated power and days in operation.
Initially, this energy yield is strongly
season-dependent, but, as the days in
operation accumulate, it approaches its
long-term value. As might be expected,
energy yield for both fixed-tilt and tracker
arrays is greatest during the months
around the summer solstice (season 2),
though monsoon cloud cover contributes
to the decline beginning in early (rather
than late) June.
The annualised cumulative energy
yield stands at 1,810kWh/kW and
1,570kWh/kW for the tracker and fixed-tilt
arrays, respectively. The ratio of tracker
to fixed-tilt energy yield has peaked just
below 1.17 and now approaches 1.16. For
prospective sites, this ratio can help determine the net benefit of tracking, along
with other local factors such as differences
in latitude, racking cost, O&M costs and
the availability of time-of-use electricity
rates or pricing for grid support.
With a grid capacity of 340GW [2],
India’s efforts to expand and modernise
the grid are being coupled with a push
to over 175GW of renewables capacity,
including 100GW of solar, by 2022 [3].
While the nation’s energy deficit has been
below 5% since 2013, and a surplus is

forecast for 2018 [4], a remarkable 5GW of
diesel backup power is still being added
annually to cope with grid instability and
occasional outages [5].
Where grid instability remains a
significant issue, the enhanced ability of
tracker arrays to provide ancillary services
will become an asset. While trackers are
usually operated to deliver maximum
power, tilting trackers away from their
maximum power point would provide
one means for additional frequency
control, or even the renewables equivalent of “spinning reserves” [7].

Temperature
The ambient temperatures at the site
are compared against module temperatures in Figure 5. Module temperature is
measured using thermocouples attached
to the back of a module mounted on a
tracker. Though the temperature of a
fixed-tilt module is not monitored at this
site, temperatures for the fixed-tilt-mounted modules are likely to remain at or
below the values for the tracker modules.
For evaluating the effect of temperature on energy generation, it is useful to
calculate temperature as weighted by the
irradiance. Hourly means of one-minute
data were weighted by the mean irradiance over the same period to determine
the daily mean values shown in Figure 5.
To date, the mean, irradiance-weighted
ambient and module temperatures are
32°C and 47°C, respectively.
The difference between the module
temperature as measured on a backsheet
and the cell temperature inside the
module is sensitive to the sensor type, the
thermocouple mounting method, and
the ambient temperature [8]. Applying
the linear regressions for sensors 1-3
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used to calculate the module temperature
for different wind conditions: at the standard wind speed of 1m/s, the expected
module temperature above ambient
would be 3°C higher. This difference due
to the local wind conditions corresponds
to a power difference of more than 1%,
enough to suggest incorporating wind
studies as a part of site selection and
predictive performance modelling.

Soiling

Figure 7. Impact of wind speed on (tracker) module temperature for three irradiance levels (five-minute mean values)

The same wind that cools the modules
may also exacerbate soiling. Plant
performance is maintained via regular
(staggered) cleaning of the arrays in each
inverter block. As the resulting soiling
losses are relatively low, extracting an
accurate, plant-wide soiling loss rate from
the performance ratio data is challenging.
To assess the impact of soiling, five-day
means of the daily performance ratios for
each inverter block were compared before
and after a cleaning event (Figure 8). A
linear regression to the data with more
than five days of soiling yields a soiling
loss rate of 0.17% per day.

Conclusion

Figure 8. Relative change in DC performance ratio before and
after cleaning and rain events, using a five-day mean

obtained in [8], the mean, irradianceweighted cell temperature is 50° C (18°
C above ambient). For a power temperature coefficient of -0.41%/°C [6], this
corresponds to a power de-rate of 10%
relative to standard test conditions (25°C
cell temperature). The impact of module
temperature on array performance is
evident in Figure 6.
A weather station at the site monitors
wind speed (but not direction). The
cooling effect of wind speed on the
tracker module temperature is illustrated in Figure 7. The increase in module
temperature above ambient is greatest at high irradiances and the cooling
effect of wind is correspondingly most
pronounced. For irradiance conditions
above 800 W/m2, the mean, irradianceweighted, module temperature above
ambient is 19°C, suggesting a cell temperature above ambient of 22°C. The linear
regression line for E>800W/m2 can be

Quantification of the cost-benefit trades
between single-axis tracker and fixed-tilt
arrays is ongoing. After two years of
operation, the difference in cumulative
energy yields is around 1.16. While providing insight into the effects of temperature, wind speed and soiling, plants like
this one, which injects over 36GWh into
the grid each year, help to electrify the
country and continue to chip away at
India’s dependence on fossil fuels.
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Cryogenic, long-duration
energy storage in a 100%
clean energy future
Storage | A key missing piece in the clean energy puzzle is the question of how to provide baseload

Credit: BHE Renewables

power in an electricity system dominated by intermittent renewables. Javier Cavada of Highview
Power examines cryogenic long-duration storage as a possible solution

A

future where 100% of the world’s
electricity comes from clean
energy sources isn’t just wishful
thinking – it’s mandated by the hard
realities of climate change. Getting
energy from fossil fuels is a hard habit for
humanity to break, but the good news is
that momentum finally is on the side of
renewable energy and energy storage.
Renewables targets at every level of
government, new capacity market rules
being implemented by grid operators,
and the availability and cost-effectiveness
of long-duration energy storage resources
are all helping create a major paradigm
shift in the energy industry.
Across the United States, several states
and more than 100 cities have adopted
ambitious 100% clean energy goals. Xcel
Energy made a landmark announcement in
late 2018 as the first US utility to commit to
fully providing clean energy with a pledge
to supply 100% carbon-free electricity
by 2050 across its service area in eight

US states. Europe has made even greater
progress. Most European countries have
set similar renewables targets, and some
have made significant headway. Germany
gets 36% of its electricity from renewable
sources, Denmark gets over 50% and
Iceland generates the most clean electricity per person on earth, with almost 100%
of its energy coming from renewables.
The quantum leaps we’re seeing in
the market are also possible because the
cost of renewable energy is on par with
fossil-fuel generation. The levelised cost
of electricity (LCOE) for utility-scale solar
fell 85% from US$350/MWh in 2009 to
US$50/MWh in 2017, and according to the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, is
expected to drop to US$37/MWh by 2050.
The wind industry saw similar price drops,
with the mean wind energy LCOE dropping
to US$45/MWh in 2017.
Competitive prices are helping to spur
unprecedented levels of renewables
deployments. The U.S. Energy Informa-

An energy system
dominated by
solar and wind
will require
new measures
for providing
baseload power

tion Administration projects that from
2020 to 2050 utility-scale wind capacity
will grow by 20GW and utility-scale solar
photovoltaic capacity will grow by 127GW
in the United States alone. With these
market drivers making renewables smart
business, it’s clear that the march toward
100% clean energy is much more than a
political movement.
To successfully incorporate ever greater
amounts of renewable energy into the
grid while maintaining reliability, energy
storage assets will need to be capable of
steadily injecting electricity into the grid
for much longer periods of time than
is currently the case. Grid operators are
turning to long-duration energy storage
(more than four hours) to help improve
power generation economics, balance the
grid and increase reliability. The promise is
to enable renewables to become baseload
power – a feat that is nearer in the timeline
than many believe.

Cornerstone to 100% renewables –
long-duration energy storage
One challenge in adding more renewable
energy sources to the power grid is figuring out how to deal with the intermittent
power generation from these sources.
Consumers, of course, demand reliable
power. But if the whole system is lacking
enough generation, short-duration energy
storage resources simply would not be
able to sustain sufficient power output
for a long enough period of time to meet
power demands. The good news is that
with at least eight hours of capacity,
energy storage resources are equivalent
in performance to – and could replace – a
fossil fuel power station. Such longduration energy storage resources can
also support the electricity transmission
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and distribution systems while providing
additional security of supply.
The benefit to the grid – and more
importantly, to our planet – is that longerduration energy storage will enable grid
operators to maximise renewable energy
penetration without needing fossil fuel
generation to make up for intermittency.

“The promise is to enable
renewables to become baseload
power – a feat that is nearer in
the timeline than many believe”

What options are available today?
Many energy storage technologies are
already in use, but each presents its own
challenges for grid-scale, long-discharge
storage.
Pumped hydro and cavern-based
compressed air storage have been used
effectively for very large-scale energy
storage projects, but both have siting
constraints. Pumped-hydro requires close
proximity to two large bodies of water with
hundreds of feet of drop between them;
compressed air storage calls for injecting
compressed air into airtight, geologically stable structures, such as caverns or
depleted oil or gas fields, which can be
difficult to find.
Lithium-ion batteries have been used for
stationary energy storage applications, due
to their high energy density and relatively
low upfront cost. However, the longer the
discharge period for a given capacity, the
more batteries you need. At the hundreds
of megawatts scale, the economics for two
or more hours of discharge is a challenge.
Lithium-ion batteries are also tough on the
environment; after a relatively short life,
their components are difficult to recycle.
They also can pose a fire risk if not properly
managed, and they rely on diminishing
metal resources (such as cobalt) which
come with mining risks.
Flow batteries are often more
economic than lithium-ion, and they don’t
degrade as quickly. However, there is a
cost to scaling to higher power capacities.
Like all batteries, they are limited in their

A versatile, environmentally
friendly option emerges
Cryogenic energy storage systems, which
use liquid air, are better suited to provide
grid-scale storage than pumped hydropower or compressed air because they are
freely locatable systems that can be sited
just about anywhere. Cryogenic energy
storage plants have a small footprint,
don’t use any hazardous materials, have
no associated fire risk, and can easily meet
strict urban building codes.
The technology uses liquid air as the
storage medium by cooling ambient air
(using conventional industrial refrigeration) to lower than -270°F (-170˚C), which
results in a 700-fold contraction in its
volume from gas to liquid. The process is
similar to that used to liquefy natural gas,
but because these cryogenic systems use
only air, the entire charge/discharge cycle
is completely free of carbon emissions.
The liquid air is stored in conventional

insulated tanks at low pressure (such as
those used for liquid oxygen or nitrogen
storage at facilities such as hospitals).
When energy is needed, the liquid is
warmed and pumped to pressure, then
expanded back to gas with a 700-fold
increase in volume. The expansion takes
place through a standard expansion
turbine connected to a generator to
generate electricity, thus releasing the
stored energy. There is no combustion –
the only thing released into the atmosphere is clean air (Figure 1).
These cryogenic systems are the only
long-duration energy storage solution
available today that offer multiple gigawatt
hours of storage. That represents weeks’
worth of storage, not just hours or days.

Modernising the grid to remove
barriers to renewable power
A critical benefit of this giga-scale storage
is that these systems can provide services
at all levels of the electricity system—
supporting power generation, providing
stabilisation services to transmission grids
and distribution networks, and acting as a
source of backup power to end users.
Cryogenic energy storage can help
power systems deal with operational
limitations that prevent large amounts of
variable renewable generators from being
integrated into the energy mix at any given
time. These limitations are related to the
speed at which resources can respond to
imbalances between electricity demand
and supply.
One of the main tasks of grid operators is to keep electricity generation

Long-duration energy storage systems based on cryogenic
technology are well suited to providing grid-scale storage

Credit: Highview Power

This makes replacing gas peaker power
plants with a combination of solar, wind
and energy storage a viable reality and
truly sets the stage for a future where 100%
of the world’s electricity comes from clean
energy sources.

ability to reliably provide the synchronous
inertia and voltage control in the way that
is possible for traditional power plants
with spinning generators. This means that,
as more and more solar and wind power
is added to the grid, battery storage is
limited in its ability to respond to large
imbalances between electricity supply
and demand while keeping frequency
and voltage stable.
One emerging, long-duration energy
storage option, with the potential to
mitigate many of the constraints posed
by other systems, is cryogenic energy
storage technology.
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Figure 1. How
cryogenic energy
storage systems
work

energy can be integrated at any given
time while maintaining grid resiliency.
Operating the grid with low levels of
synchronous inertia would prove to be
expensive, especially when demand for
electricity is low. This is where energy
storage options, such as cryogenic
systems that provide synchronous inertia,
can help to reduce costs by reducing
renewable curtailment. This could be a
key element in maximising the benefits of
renewable energy integration.

Conclusion

and demand balanced at all times since
sustained imbalances result in blackouts
and system failures. Currently, most
electricity systems rely on a form of energy
storage known as synchronous inertia
to help overcome imbalances between
electricity demand and generation. Basically, synchronous inertia functions much like
shock absorbers on your car that limit the
impact of bumps or holes in the road.
Synchronous inertia levels will decline
significantly in the future as more
renewables are integrated, potentially
limiting the maximum share of renewables in the overall energy mix. Most
forms of non-synchronous generation,
including solar PV and wind turbines,
rely on power electronics to convert
primary energy into electricity. This kind
of generation, while great for the planet,
is not as effective at acting as a shock
absorber because although the response
is very fast, there is not a mechanism that
ensures power stability.
System operators have defined parameters that help identify operational limits to
the amount of non-synchronous generation that can be integrated into the grid at
any given time. In Ireland, for example, grid
operators monitor their non-synchronous
penetration ratio as a way to estimate
the maximum share of non-synchronous
generation in the energy mix that can
be integrated at any given time without
jeopardising system stability. This ratio is
currently estimated to be 50%.
To overcome operational limitations
and guarantee security of supply, grid
operators are developing new network
codes and are redesigning their ancillary
services markets with the aim to procure
synchronous inertial response (SIR) and
other auxiliary products.
Cryogenic energy storage can provide

synchronous inertial response. These
systems use motor-driven compressors
to liquefy air and charge the energy store,
and a turbine-driven synchronous generator to inject power to the grid. This creates
a scenario where both the charging and
the discharging units of a cryogenic system
can provide synchronous inertia. Interestingly, both units can run concurrently
which can be very valuable. For example,
system resiliency tends to be very weak
when electricity demand is at its minimum
level and the penetration of non-synchronous generation is high. These events
occur across the year, normally at night or
on sunny summer weekends when people
are on vacation. In this scenario, few
conventional generators serve system load,
reducing system inertia to minimum levels.
Under these circumstances fluctuations
from renewable generation may create
imbalances that need to be resolved more
quickly than normal to avoid major system
failures, impacting the cost to operate the
system.
Managing the costs associated with
operating the system under low synchronous inertia conditions will entail minimising renewable curtailment and procuring
cost-effective system services. Operating
the charging unit of a cryogenic energy
storage system not only helps avoid
curtailment but also contributes to providing synchronous inertia. Additionally, the
discharging unit could be operated at its
minimum export level or even operated
as a synchronous condenser contributing
to system inertia and voltage control. This
would result in a reduction in the amount
of fast reserves needed for frequency and
voltage control.
Given the operational capabilities of
most electricity grids around the world,
there is a limit to how much renewable

Only with giga-scale, long-duration energy
storage will renewables become reliable
enough to become the baseload source
of power. As utilities better understand
the benefits and technical abilities of long
duration energy storage, we will see faster
integration of renewables to help us get to
a 100% clean energy future.


Other applications of
cryogenic energy
Power generation
• Managing intermittent renewable
generation
• Energy arbitrage
• Peak shaving
• Improved heat rate
• Waste heat
Transmission
• Ancillary services
• Transmission constraints
• Inertia services
• Responsible flexibility services
• Voltage support
Distribution
• Reactive power
• Voltage support
• Local security
• Distribution losses
End users
• Power reliability
• Energy management
• Waste heat recovery
• Waste cold usage
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The smarts inside the storage

Storage control | Energy storage projects often fail to deliver value because of economic

miscalculations. These computational issues, however, can now be mitigated by applying software,
analytics and machine learning, write Enrico Ladendorf and Bryce Evans

O

ver the past few years, strides in
material science, applied chemistry, manufacturing and logistics
have caused energy storage system costs
to drop significantly. However, as the
industry matures, and “early adopters” give
way to the “early majority”, the economic
fine-tuning required to make storage
projects as successful in the field as they
seem on paper determines the fate of
storage projects before they even leave
the planning stage.
Energy storage has held the promise
of solutions for companies that generate,
transmit and distribute energy; this is
especially true for anyone in the business
of solar. Even end-users have come to
see storage as a solution to issues such as
balancing generation and consumption,
reducing line losses, reviving grid assets
after a blackout, avoiding expensive infrastructure upgrades, reducing curtailment

of renewables and so on. Certainly, batteries can address these challenges, but
most are inherently financial in nature and
demand collaboration between the facilities, engineering and finance disciplines.
In California, for example, new solar
projects are made possible through the
addition of storage. However, if a developer recommends a storage system that’s
too large or too small, the asset owner
may consider the project a “failure” and
that developer will not get the referral for
the next project.
A grossly oversized storage system will
do the job but never pay off or meet the
internal rate of return (IRR) requirement.
An undersized storage system will not do
the job and suffer a similar economic fate.
Software and analytics brought to bear
early in the process provide ‘inoculation’ to
storage miscalculation disease.
Expensive and time-consuming

Before construction begins, the
business case for
an energy storage
project has to be
as well designed
as the system
itself

financial analysis (real fine-tuning) has
relegated energy storage to the kind of
mega-projects that could require a high
level of analytical sophistication. In reality,
this mostly manifests in cubicles full of
analysts and shared drives filled with
spreadsheets. The growth of the storage
industry slows down when storage developers don’t have access to intelligent and
easy-to-use tools with which to compare
the possible value of a system against the
costs of execution. Software and analytics
are now driving a first-order change in this
model, with machine learning and artificial
intelligence quickly producing drastic
second-order change.

The cost of analysis
Storage developers that are still in
business do not just start pouring foundations and dispatching cranes on a whim.
Every project opportunity is compared to
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a collection of possible project sizes and
scenarios. This portfolio of project options
is analysed to determine which ones will
generate the most value, either by producing revenue or reducing cost. This process
quickly becomes very complicated if you
have to rely on spreadsheets or rudimentary online tools.
A quality analysis must comprehend
load requirements, storage power output
and storage capacity, system cost, the
contribution of existing renewable
resources, and the capability to scale. In
effect, the more data a model can ingest
and analyse, the higher the reliability of
the analysis. Viable projects are compiled
into a final report, which is presented to
project stakeholders in a comprehensive format that helps decision-makers
translate high-fidelity analysis with
enough clarity to drive good management
decisions.
This analytical process requires a large
contingent of professionals tasked with
data gathering, financial modelling,
product research, and knowledge of
available government incentives and their
requirements. This exercise is labour-intensive, time-consuming and costly. Worse
still, this human-led process is inherently
vulnerable to error, which requires even
more effort to correct – if discovered at all.
This analysis complexity and risk is what
drives up the cost of prospective energy
storage projects. It is no wonder that many
projects never even make it to the concept
stage, much less to construction and
operation. Those that do are usually either
from customers who are unconcerned
with the real ROI of their systems, or big
firms with the means to solicit large-scale
opportunities and commensurate balance
sheets to absorb the costs of identifying,
vetting and proposing storage projects.

This still relatively simple example is
not beyond the cognitive capacity of
humans, it is just beyond the capability
of humans to do quickly and accurately
the first time. Advanced software and
analytics are revolutionary because the
commercial tools that do this work are
available at prices even the sole proprietor
of a business, storage or solar company
can afford.
Individuals can now assess a portfolio of
projects quickly and accurately and handle
the entire process from project lead identification to analysis, and through to the
proposal stage. As ‘the little guys’ leverage
these tools to deliver projects at a lower
price and faster, the market will become
more dynamic.
The confluence of cheaper, more
capable components and the democratisation of analytical prowess is the source
of more capable systems, available for
the same price, with less risk and more
economic value. This potent cocktail is
now propelling more energy storage
projects beyond the proposal stage. But
that is not where the story ends.

The value of computation in
execution
Modern energy storage systems are
capable of storing and discharging
significant amounts of energy with high
precision in fractions of seconds. However,
the value of the asset can only be realised
once these capabilities are engaged at
the right time and the proper rate. Backup
is a banner use case, but there is little
computational complexity in waiting until

an interruption in grid service is detected,
isolating the local circuit from the grid, and
discharging at the appropriate frequency
until either the capacity of the system is
exhausted or grid service returns. Backup
is not trivial, but it is relatively simple.
Demand charge reduction, on the other
hand, requires reliably predicting several
data sets: when the next peak in electrical
demand may occur, what other peaks
could be expected during the day, how
much solar production can be expected,
and so on. Individually, these are complex
computational models, but taken together
and executed in real-time these models
become as complex as they are valuable.
To wit, additional complexity comes
through the context of federal and state
level incentives, such as the Investment
Tax Credit (ITC) or Self Generation Incentive Programme (SGIP), offered across the
United States and in California respectively. Solar-plus-storage projects claiming the
ITC or SGIP incentives will forfeit the financial benefits of these programmes if the
storage system is not charged exclusively
by the associated, qualified renewable
generation infrastructure.
Incurring demand charges will quickly
and profoundly undermine (or even eliminate) an asset’s value proposition. Under
electrical tariffs with a ratchet structure for
demand charges, such a mistake can eliminate the expected savings of a demand
charge reduction system for six months or
more. As such, a storage system is dependent on solar generation, for example,
to replenish during the charge cycle or
intelligently and quickly adjust its peak

Software and data analytics have radically
transformed the dynamics of everything
from video games to healthcare. The
storage industry is now entering the
fray. Within a few minutes, sophisticated
algorithms can crunch a year’s worth of
15-minute energy consumption data, a
region’s historical spot prices for wholesale power, the number of critical peak
events promulgated by a grid operator
during the previous summer, and the
price-per-kilowatt of demand charges for
a commercial electrical tariff into a tidy
visual representation.

Credit: Pason Power

Machine learning: The great
equaliser

The next phase in the evolution of energy storage will be about unlocking its value through advanced
analytics
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shaving strategy. Storage management
systems must ingest and comprehend
real-time data sources such as weather
forecasts, irradiance sensor readings, and
on-site submeter outputs to achieve the
necessary prediction accuracy required
to deliver demand charge savings. Only
by pushing this sophistication and insight
to the storage devices themselves can
modern machine learning methods
reliably provide demand charge reduction.

The importance of constants
Understanding whether a storage system
is appropriately sized and capable of
performing a given set of functions is
critical in the planning process. Moreover,
ensuring that a storage system has access
to the fabric of data required to respond
in real-time is crucial to the value-added
operation of the system.
In all but the fewest cases, however,
do the same people work on the former
and the latter. Rarer still is the application of the same computational model in
planning and operation. This discontinuity is one of if not the most significant
contributors to stalling the storage
market today.
To unleash the next level of value in
the storage market, the assumptions
used during the planning phase must be
the same as the assumptions used in the
finished system. Put another way, the realities of the working life of a system must
serve as assumptions during the planning
phase. It sounds obvious. Perhaps it
sounds flippant. However, this bit of
common sense is the exception, not the
rule, in the storage industry today.

Time to stop talking about valuestacking
As an industry, we’ve had our fill of looking
at and presenting value-stacking slides.
Layering multiple applications is orders
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of magnitude more complex than what
we’ve discussed above, and few initiatives
ever make it past PowerPoint. Real world
value-stacking demands that the cumulative advances in software and analytics
perform at their limits, but only a handful
of companies specialise in software and
analytics to the extent required to know
the limits, much less push them. Valuestacking, therefore, must go beyond
executing on a given use case for a solarplus-storage project and to co-optimise
maximal operation with other often
competing means of exploiting the asset.
An energy storage system may be
intended to generate value through a
combination of demand charge reduction, PV load-shifting, a demand response
programme, and wholesale power market
participation as a component of a virtual
power plant (VPP). The software controlling the system must employ advanced
analytics to anticipate possible savings
or revenue across these four strategies
continually, and determine in real-time
which use case should be pursued with
the available capacity.
For example, awareness of the utility
tariff structure and historical performance
of the system can be used to determine
that there will not be an opportunity to
peak shave the facility’s electrical demand
on a given day. Instead, the system may
opt to store the solar generation from the
PV array and discharge it later in the day
where the spread between the respective
prices for power, accounting for system
losses, would lead to an increase in the
value of the solar energy produced.
The software controlling an energy
storage system must continually leverage a variety of data sources as well as
communicate with demand response
servers, or distributed energy resource
management systems (DERMS), to
determine the likelihood of being able to

Actual demand
for the site
(orange) and
what Pason
Power forecast
the demand
would be
(dashed pink).
Pason Power
AI accurately
estimates the
demand and
allows the control
system to prepare
for peaks

participate in applications that may be
more lucrative for the asset owner than
merely shifting the PV production to a
more valuable time-of-use period. If the
system is too optimistic or aggressive
about pursuing these opportunities, it
may miss the chance to generate value
by executing an alternative application.
Storage software, therefore, must take
into account a multitude of possible value
streams, comprehend the likelihood of
capturing them, enumerate their relative
values and account for the consequences
of pursuing any of them given the impact
on equipment lifespan. This software
now exists and will relieve executives and
managers of their PowerPoint duties.

Extracting value
What got us here won’t get us there.
The first generation of storage was built
on chemistry, charge controllers and
amp-hours. The next generation of storage
is being built on massive heterogeneous
datasets, machine learning and sensor
networks. These new domains of expertise
will not replace the old ones; instead, they
will augment them and serve to unleash
vast amounts of new value. In years past,
we knew there was more value in storage.
We could describe this value on paper
(or in presentations). Today we have the
technology to extract this value, and that
makes this an exciting time for the entire

energy storage value chain.
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Is that battery cycle worth it?
Maximising energy storage lifecycle
value with advanced controls
Battery degradation | Smoothing and firming are often discussed to make renewables appear

more like conventional generation to the grid operator, but how smooth and how firm does that
generation need to be? How can the attributes and operations of energy storage be appropriately
measured relative to cost? Andres Cortes and Ben Kaun of the Electric Power Research Institute
discuss recent work addressing these issues

Figure 1. Illustration of potential energy storage applications
Domain

Timing of Decision

Service Category

Grid Services

5-15 years ahead

Resource Planning

Resource Planning

3 years to 9 months
ahead

Resource Adequacy
Energy

Resource Planning
and Operations

Resource Adequacy (Generic)
Resource Adequacy (Flexible)
Day-ahead Energy Time-shift
Real-time Energy Time-shift
Frequency Regulation

System Operations

Storage anywhere

Spinning Reserve
Ancillary Services

Non-spinning Reserve
Frequency Response / Inertial Response
Flexible Ramping

Transmission

Distribution

5-15 years ahead

Transmission
Planning

Transmission Capacity Investment
Deferral

Months ahead to
real-time

Transmission
Operations

Transmission Congestion Relief

3-10 years ahead

Distribution
Planning

Distribution Capacity Investment Deferral

Day-ahead to realtime

Distribution
Operations

Distribution Losses Reduction

Monthly
Real-time
Customer

Bill Savings

Equipment Life Extension
Microgrid Load Flexibility
Demand Charge Management
Time-of-use Energy Time-shift

Day-ahead to realtime

Customer
Reliability

Backup Power and Power Quality

Day-ahead to realtime

Utility Programs

Demand Response Program Participation

Source: EPRI

Energy storage can be deployed everywhere in the power grid, connected to
transmission (T), distribution (D), or on the
customer-side of the meter. Storage may be
co-located with renewables, conventional
generation, loads, or it may be standalone.
Depending on location, storage has the
potential to provide different services to
support reliable, affordable and environmentally responsible electric power. These
services may produce value that is traditionally accrued by generators, T&D, or end
customers. A single energy storage system
may be able to stack multiple services for
multiple grid stakeholders. Table 1 provides a
list of services, or value streams, that energy
storage systems have been found to address.
Energy storage connected to the end
customer could potentially address services

Source: EPRI

E

nergy storage is a compelling
complement to wind and solar,
because of its high flexibility and
ability to operate as both load, when it
charges, and generation, when the energy
is deployed. Energy storage addresses
many of the challenges to grid operators
providing safe and reliable electricity for
customers, and due to rapidly declining
costs, performance improvements of
lithium-ion batteries and an emergence
of “grid-ready” energy storage products,
commercially viable grid energy storage
has now arrived, in certain applications.
As energy storage becomes more widely
available and economically feasible, it may
make renewable generation, when paired
with energy storage, a more viable option
to provide reliable electric generation –
and load demand – services in more areas
of the world.

Table 1. Potential services provided by energy storage
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upstream to support distribution, transmission and generation functions, because
its dispatch also propagates upstream. In
contrast, a transmission-connected system
typically cannot provide downstream
services. Larger systems take advantage of
economies of scale, which may offset access
limitations for certain value streams.

Energy time-shifting, sometimes called
arbitrage, is another nuanced service.
While buying (or charging) energy at
low prices and selling (or discharging) at
high prices sounds like a good idea, the
spread in price must overcome roundtrip
efficiency losses and the degradation of
potential battery deep-cycling.
The valuation of energy storage projects
can be a complicated and location-specific
matter. Due to the limited energy in an
energy storage device, modelling the
state-of-charge over time is essential to
understand which services may be stacked
together into a viable business case. To
support this type of modelling and simulation, EPRI, with support of a California
Energy Commission grant, developed and
released the publicly available Storage
Value Estimation Tool (StorageVET: www.
storagevet.com).

Is that cycle worth it?
Service stacking comes with the costs
and complications of multiple, potentially competing, commitments, which
may also increase the wear and tear on
energy storage systems. When designing
an energy storage project, it is important
to understand the value and associated
requirements for each service addressed.
Energy storage is still a relatively expensive
resource, so excessive sizing or operation
without an associated payback may cause
a potential project to become uneconomic.
A common and desirable use of energy
storage is often called peak shaving i.e.
reducing the amount of power drawn
from the grid beyond a specified limit. This
typically maps to more precise services,
such as resource adequacy (i.e. peaker
plant substitution) or transmission or distribution upgrade deferral (i.e. non-wires
alternatives). The sizing, availability and
location of energy storage for these services are critical, but the required dispatch
may be infrequent when the grid is under
stress, to achieve the desired benefit of
deferring or avoiding an alternative major
capital investment.
Other services, such as spinning and
non-spinning reserves, may also be desirable
with energy storage with very low operating
costs because they essentially require energy
storage to act as a reserve with no dispatch.
Energy storage may also be able to offer
these services while charging, by committing
to stop charging if needed.
Frequency regulation, the instantaneous balancing of grid supply and demand,
is more nuanced. On one hand, battery
storage can change its dispatch almost
instantaneously to match grid imbalances,
unlike conventional generators which have
significant inertia. However, the continuous charge/discharge cycles associated
with frequency regulation stress the most
commonly deployed battery technology,
lithium-ion. While participation in the
frequency regulation markets may be
initially lucrative, this should be balanced
against loss of capacity, efficiency, and
premature replacement of battery
modules in these projects.
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Industry approaches to manage
battery storage degradation
Battery storage degradation typically
manifests as a loss of energy retention
capacity, reduction in power delivery
capability and efficiency, and eventually
need for replacement of batteries. Depending on the state of a battery system, replacement might imply only the change of few

worn out modules or a total replacement.
Battery storage suppliers sometimes
provide lifetime guarantees under
assumed operating conditions or an
assumed service dispatch. For example,
they may guarantee a 10-year life if the
battery system is cycled only one time per
day at full depth. This can be limiting in
cases where the energy storage system
changes over time as the needs of the
installation change, which is probable over
a 10-20 year project life. Other developers
provide more sophisticated information,
which may assess “equivalent cycles” that
the battery system can undergo before
requiring replacement.
One degradation management approach
applied by industry is to oversize the physical capacity of the system, while maintaining the nameplate capacity constant. This
approach allows battery systems to deliver
to expectations of the customer for a longer
period of time by keeping the degradation hidden. As a drawback, this approach
increases the upfront cost of equipment.
Other approaches may include the addition
of battery storage capacity over time as
the system degrades, which may offer
additional flexibility to assess project needs
over time, while taking advantage of future,
assumed cost reductions in the future.

Figure 2. Capacity degradation
of lithiumion batteries
for different
combinations of
average stateof-charge and
temperature.
For example, the
green plot shows
the degradation of a battery
operating at 65%
State of Charge
and 60 °C

Figure 3. Capacity
retention degradation impacts of
cycling depth-ofdischarge
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Factors influencing battery storage
degradation
Lithium-ion batteries represent the
vast majority of current energy storage
deployments. Between 2013 and 2018, it
represents 94% of the deployed capacity
of battery storage in the US [1]. It should
be noted that there are other storage
technologies not covered here, which
may have different degradation drivers.
Additionally, lithium-ion batteries are a
diverse class with a number of different
chemistries and formats; this section aims
to provide indicative descriptions and does
not attempt to explore all these nuances.
Degradation of lithium-ion batteries
is impacted by several variables. Known
drivers of degradation include: temperature of operation, average state of charge
over its lifetime and depth of chargedischarge cycles. Educated management
of degradation is instrumental for economic planning and operation of energy
storage projects, as well as any warranties
or performance guarantees that may be
provided by the equipment suppliers.
The first driver of battery storage degradation is related to time at average state
of charge, which is separate from cycling.
Empirical data has shown that lithium-ion
batteries at rest lose energy retention capacity depending on the temperature and the
state of charge at which they are stored [2].
Figure 2 illustrates that energy retention
capacity degrades faster at elevated temperatures, if the state of charge is higher. Considering these degradation drivers is beneficial
for ageing prediction during the planning
process. In operation, lithium-ion battery
storage systems may extend life through
effective thermal management and by avoiding long durations at a high state of charge.
However, this needs to be weighed against
the potential efficiency effects of active
thermal management, as well as the potential
for energy storage to be called for unexpected
dispatch. Forecasting of needs and energy
storage control approaches are particularly
important to manage these trade-offs.
Charge and discharge cycling of lithiumion battery storage is another important
source of degradation. Deeper cycles affect
lithium-ion battery degradation more than
shallow ones.
Figure 3 illustrates this relationship.
Additionally, some batteries have a characteristic of accelerating degradation later in life,
as shown by the “knee” shape in Figure 3.
Understanding and modelling the relationship between operation and degradation facilitates optimised planning of energy storage
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degradation often become evident farther
in the future, it is important for system
operators to recognise these general tradeoffs early in projects.

Real-world energy storage project
reliability

projects, by improving the accuracy of prediction of success or failure. It also improves the
operation by allowing the design of dispatch
strategies that take into account the cost of
cycling-related degradation.

Modelling degradation in energy
storage project economics
EPRI’s StorageVET® may be used to understand how an energy storage project may
be designed and dispatched to maximise
project lifecycle value. The tool uses
optimisation-based modelling to simulate
the operation – dispatch and capacity reservations – of the storage system
offering one or more grid services, while
keeping track of aspects like degradation and grid service compatibility. It can
represent different levels of relative value
of grid objectives with respect to charging/
discharging activity, to find how more
aggressive activity might lead to higher
revenue, but also higher replacement
costs, ultimately helping find the most
effective trade-off [3].
A simple example to understand the
trade-off between value of operation and
cost of degradation is provided in Figure
4. We model a battery system performing energy time-shift (arbitrage). The Net
Present Value element corresponds to the
system when it performs two cycles of full
charge/discharge every day for 10 years,
during the most profitable times of each
day. At the end of the sixth year, it requires
a replacement.
The same project is modelled again, but
this time performing only one cycle of full
charge/discharge each day, during the most
profitable hours. This scenario yielded a
lower revenue due to energy time-shift, but
this is outweighed in impact by the reduced
cost of avoiding a battery replacement
altogether during the 10-year project life.
Using a tool like StorageVET® or similar
optimisation software, the user may test
different “penalty functions” for energy
storage cycling, essentially guiding the
optimisation to require larger minimum
price spreads for the energy storage
system to cycle. Because the impacts of

Figure 4.
Cash flow of
two projects.
Represented in
blue follows a
more aggressive
strategy that
ignores degradation but obtains
more revenue.
Orange follows a
more conservative strategy
that leads to less
degradation

Battery storage projects are still relatively
nascent in a commercial sense. As a result,
the industry is still learning about the
real-world sources of degradation and
downtime for integrated systems. These
systems are complex with many subsystems, where many sensors, communication channels, power electronics,
thermal, and computational systems work
together to accommodate performance
requirements. As a result, insufficiently
robust integration or unanticipated
events may cause failure at different
points within the system.
EPRI and other entities, such as the US
National Labs, are working toward the
development of common testing and
measurement of both lab tested and
commercially fielded systems. A group
of EPRI member utilities are currently
working on a multi-year effort to build a
common database with energy storage
performance track record and learn more
about the observed sources of downtime
and performance in real-world energy
storage projects. Building a track record
of reliability for energy storage projects
is critical for supporting cost-effective
investment of energy storage that
supports the reliability and affordability of
electricity for all members of society.
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